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(Dedication
We see Mr. Abbosh in the classroom, in Church, and occasionally
we have contact with him at social events outside the school. No matter
where we are together, we find in him an ideal, an inspiration and an
actual example of the mastery of life that we are learning and trying
to attain. Knowledge and authority are manifest at the teacher's desk,
deep devotion at the altar and gracious urbanity in the social groups
which are blessed with his presence. For more years than we have lived
Mr. Abbosh has been part of Baghdad College, generously sharing his
innate gifts with successive generations of students. Merit like this de-
serves recognition and reward. The latter we must leave in God's hands
and to His infinite resources ; but in dedicating the 1965 AL-IRAQJ
to Mr. George Abbosh we recognize his inestimable contribution to the
formation of countless Baghdad College students.
MR. GEORGE ABBOSH
foatitv
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ADNAN KADHIM IjlJS3I F jljJlp
Pleasant and friendly, Adnan enjoyed his years at B.C. His favorite sport was
handball, but between classes he was frequently seen playing a fast game of
ping-pong. Adnan preferred scientific subjects most of all. He looks forward
to a career in medicine.
AHMAD AL-GAILANI J^LS3I _il» JLa-l
Behind his quiet exterior there was hidden a lively sense of humor. He was
often seen playing basketball or baseball. Off campus he enjoyed swimming.
Ahmad's interest in physics and mathematics has led him to choose a career
in the field of engineering.
Intramural Sports.
ALFRED JOHN by Jjjill
Spirited and energetic, Alfred made many friends at B.C. He was a fine basket-
ball player and excelled on the football field. At home he would often listen
to music or play his guitar. His liking for physics will help him towards a degree
in electrical engineering.
Intramural Sports, Football, Track.
ass o
AMIN SALIH jj.'ill jJU <>l
A gentleman, Amin has shown himself to be a studious and hardworking stu-
dent. His favorite pastimes were listening to soft music and reading science
books. He enjoyed all sports and played a fine game of baseball. Amin will
decide on a career either in petroleum engineering or medicine.
Scientific Academy, Bus Prefect, Intramural Sports.
ASAD ABBUD L»JJ .2a~£- -1*^1
Pleasant and fun-loving, Asad was never seen without a smile. On and off
campus football was his favorite sport and he was an excellent goalkeeper. He
was an active and dependable member of the Sacred Heart League. Biology
was his favorite subject but he is still undecided about his future studies.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Bus Prefect, Intramural Sports, Football, Sacred Heart League. •
ATHIL ALLOS o"J ] J^'U ^
Athil was a faithful and active member of the Sodality. He enjoyed playing
tennis and watching baseball games. At home he would relax playing chess or
scrabble. His interest and ability in mathematics and physics promise him suc-
cess in his studies in civil engineering.
Scientific Academy, Bus Prefect, Sodality.
BERJ TURABIAN lsLj\j
ZL
J
.
Tall, quiet, and affable, Berj never lost an opportunity to help others. He was
interested in all sports, but had a preference for basketball. In his leisure hours
he enjoyed listening to soft music. Berj has decided on a career in medicine
and with his interest and ability in biology and chemistry he faces the future
confidently.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iragi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Basketball.
DAUD AL-MUDALLAL JUU jjIj
Calm and persevering, Daud was always a gentleman. His liking for discipline
made him an example for others. At B.C. his favorite sport was baseball, but
off campus football was his favorite activity. Like many of his classmates, he
has chosen a career in medicine.
Intramural Sports.
DAUD SULAIMAN olt-L ijij
Gentlemanly and good-humored, Daud was a serious and determined student.
When in season, swimming was his favorite off campus activity. His scholastic
interests centered on mathematics. Daud will apply himself to the study of
engineering.
Intramural Sports, Scientific Academy.
EMMANUEL HERMES \r >y SJs^
Quiet, thoughtful, and intelligent, Emmanuel could often be found reading and
studying in the quiet of the library. Mathematical and physics problems kept
him busy at home as well as at school. His outstanding ability in mathematics
and physics assure him of success in electrical engineering.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports.
FADHIL AL-KHAFFAJI jr Uil i\i
Noted for his humorous remarks, Fadhil was liked by everyone who knew him.
In class he was an industrious student; on the track he showed himself an able
runner. Outside of school he liked swimming and listening to music. Fadhil
hopes to be a doctor.
Intramural Sports, Track.
FAIZ QAZANJI ^?
Faiz's smile and sense of humor attracted many friends. He was an active and
dependable Sodalist. He liked to spend his leisure moments listening to sym-
phonies or swimming. He could often be found in the library absorbed in a
book. His interest in science predicts a career in engineering.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Sodality.
FALAH AL-QADI ^W oU.w ^ti
Humorous and affable, Falah's cheerfulness attracted a host of friends. In his
free time at school he often played basketball or tennis. At home he found
enjoyment in reading adventure stories. Falah looks forward to studies in the
field of medicine.
Intramural Sports, Elocution Contest.
FARID TABIB ^ ^J
Spirited and energetic in all things, Farid enjoyed his years at B.C. to the utmost.
Although he preferred baseball, he would not pass up an opportunity for swim-
ming or tennis. Many of his leisure hours were spent driving or listening to
music. Farid's interest in biology draws him toward a career in medicine.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports.
FARIS FARID ^.J> o-J 1
Tall and happy by nature, Faris was always ready to help others. He was often
seen playing football, his favorite sport. Of all his subjects, biology and English
were his favorites. He hopes to pursue a career in medicine.
FAWZI ZAITU JriJ *}? d>->y
Calm and intelligent, Fawzi was a determined and hardworking student. He
was ever ready for a fast game of ping-pong. At home he enjoyed two hobbies:
woodcarving and making simple electrical instruments. He looks forward to a
career in electrical engineering.
Intramural Sports.
FUAD FAIDH sL*c- vli >u>
Pleasant and good-natured, Fuad found his years at B.C. enjoyable. On campus
he frequently played baseball, but outside of school he spent many hours riding
his bicycle and going on picnics. His ability and interest in physics augers well
for a successful career in engineering.
Intramural Sports.
GEORGE GOGUE S£ u^y. ^jj=t
A faithful and devoted member of the Sacred Heart League, George could
always be counted on for extra work. Throughout his years at B.C. he has been
a boarding student. George was often in the school library reading or working.
He plans to do further studies in the field of engineering.
Sacred Heart League, Scientific Academy, Library Staff, "Al-Iraqi" Staff.
GHANDI SHEMDIN UT yip j.jU ^JiU
High-spirited and well built, Ghandi was enthusiastic about all sports and was
a fine baseball player. He will be remembered by the many friends he made
at B.C. Outside of school he liked to listen to music to relax from studies. Ghandi
plans to study engineering.
Intramural Sports.
HAGOP FAHIM f? r-J^l*
A friendly and pleasant classmate, Hagop was never without friends. He was
frequently on the basketball courts and also enjoyed tennis. He liked botany
but his interest in physics and mathematics makes engineering appealing.
Intramural Sports, Basketball.
HAMID ATIYYA <ukc JuoU-
A willing and determined student, Hamid worked hard on every undertaking.
He won many lasting friends at B.C. Mathematics was his forte. A future in
the field of medicine beckons to him.
HANI ELIAS -Ul
Hani was an affable and congenial companion. He enjoyed playing and watching
all sports, but he had a special liking for tennis and football. His favorite subjects
were physics and chemistry. Hani hopes to become a doctor.
Intramural Sports.
HRAJ KHARAJIAN «JW> 5V
A capable and diligent student, Hraj liked the regulations and teaching methods
at B.C. Tennis was his favorite activity and off campus he relaxed, reading or
swimming. His interest in botany and biology has given him a desire to become
a doctor.
Intramural Sports.
HRANT JIRAIR i\j»
Quiet and likeable, Hrant was a determined and persevering student. He played
a fast game of handball and was no stranger to the basketball courts. For
relaxation he liked to read and draw. His interest in scientific subjects will aid
him in attaining his goal of becoming an engineer.
Bus Prefect, Intramural Sports.
IMAD JASSAM u;y>UI a^j fU>. :U
A good-natured, cheerful classmate, Imad made many friends during his school
days. He liked all sports, especially swimming which, in addition to reading
stories, took up most of his leisure summer hours. His attraction to the study of
biology has led him to decide on a medical career.
Bus Prefect, Intramural Sports.
iiBJiillr >Mm- N.-^
IMAD MAHAWILI ,l> Ml Lj~=- Juj£ jU
Imad had a great variety of interests, but chemistry class won most of his time
in school. Gentle and happy by nature, his personality attracted many friends.
For relaxation he would play his electric guitar or listen to music. Imad hopes
to be a chemist.
Scientific Academy, Bus Prefect.
IYAD MUHAMMAD JUj£ jU
A man with a happy outlook, Iyad was ever ready to support his classmates
in intramural activities. He was proud of the trim fields and neat buildings at
B.C. He was often in the library during his free time. His interest in physics and
mathematics indicates that his future will be in engineering.
Intramural Sports.
JAMAL JAMIL jUJI \jf JU-
A serious and devoted student, JamaPs love for sports was universal. He was
an active and generous member of the Sacred Heart League. Jamal liked to
read stories or go on picnics when he was not busy with his studies. Engineering
appeals to him as a profession.
Intramural Sports, Sacred Heart League.
JESSE ROY t£JJ is-¥r
A pleasant personality and persevering student, Jesse was a well-liked member
of the class. A talented artist, he enjoyed working on the Al-Iraqi art staff. His
interests and hobbies are in the realms of art, music, and astronomy. Jesse has
not yet decided on a career, but it will probably be in the field of engineering.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Sacred Heart League, Library Staff.
JOSEPH JURJI JTjrT '-^H
Joseph's ever present smile attracted many friends. Besides being an able com-
petitor on the tennis courts, he was a faithful and devoted member of the Sacred
Heart League. In his leisure moments Joseph likes to listen to music. Like many
of his classmates, he plans to be an engineer.
Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports, Sacred Heart League.
JOSEPH SAID ^ •-HJj'r
KAGHAM MINAS
An intelligent and determined student, Joseph was a superb tennis player and
school champion. He was active in sports and class activities. Mathematics and
physics were his favorite subjects and he has set his sights on a career in electrical
engineering.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Scientific Academy, Intramural Sports, Sacred Heart League, Basket-
ball.
j*Ui f^P
A lively and high-spirited young man with a powerful body, Kagham could
more than hold his own on the sports fields. He liked all sports but excelled in
baseball and track. During the holidays he could usually be found boating or
at a movie. He will decide upon a career in the field of engineering.
Bus Prefect, Intramural Sports, Track.
KHALID YUSUF <—£>*V jJU
Always pleasant and helpful, Khalid was an active member of the Sodality.
His favorite sport was football; his favorite subject was biology. At home Khalid
liked to relax in front of the T.V. He hopes to be a doctor.
Sodality, Football.
KHALIL IBRAHIM r
Quiet and reserved, Khalil was one of the class leaders. He showed great interest
in the natural sciences and was an avid reader of physical and astronomical
books. He had a keen interest in music and enjoyed playing his violin. Khalil
has decided to become a doctor.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Bus Prefect.
MAAN A-KHALIQ. J_U jJU-'l -u> y*
Personable and talented, Maan enjoyed reading. He liked informal discussions
with the Fathers, and had an appreciation of B.C.'s scholastic achievement. He
could often be seen playing baseball or football. He looks forward to a career
as a surgeon.
MAAN AL-DABBUNI j^i
Always cheerful and friendly, Maan's good humor won him life-long friends.
A handball and swimming enthusiast, he liked the scientific subjects he studied
at B.C. He hopes to further his studies in the field of medicine.
MAAN MUNIB u~
Maan spent many happy hours in the biology laboratory. A hardworking stu-
dent, he always was ready to help his companions. Swimming and ping-pong
were his favorite sports. Occasionally he would relax with a good book. Though
biology and chemistry were his favorite subjects, Maan is still undecided about
his future.
MAHMUD AL-TAI iUI
Mahmud was a sociable member of the class with a charming sense of humor
which won him an ever widening circle of friends. Off campus he enjoyed driving
a car and riding a bicycle. He had a keen interest in scientific subjects and his
ability in biology and chemistry points to success in his studies in medicine.
Intramural Sports, Elocution Contest.
MAKRAM AL-SHAIKH j^l {£*
Competent, industrious, and studious, Makram found time for many activities.
He took delight in watching all sports, especially baseball and handball. A pur-
suit of perfection in English, mathematics, and physics leads him toward studies
in engineering.
Scientific Academy, Sodality, Intramural Sports.
MAKRAM ANASTAS lT Lk_Jl f^Svj
Makram was a serious and determined student whose appealing personality
won him many friends. His favorite sport was swimming; physics and chemistry
were the subjects he liked most. His goal is to be a structural engineer.
MAZIN MADHAT u^ 1 ~-L» (J^jLa
A calm, silent, gentleman, Mazin's personality illumined all who came in con-
tact with him. He was high-spirited and energetic in all things and he enjoyed
a fast game of ping-pong. He collected stamps as a hobby and spent much of
his spare time listening to soft music. His interest in mathematics and physics
predicts a future in engineering.
MAZIN SABRI iS J1** r IS cjjL
Enthusiastic, intelligent, and good-natured, Mazin never passed up an oppor-
tunity for a discussion with the Fathers. His gentlemanly manner won him a
host of friends. He has shown himself to be a versatile athlete as well as a capable
student. Mazin's ambition is to be a neural surgeon.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Track.
MERVIN BURBY 4 j ys
A gentleman in every way, Mervin was a very popular member of the class.
He was an active and generous member of the Sodality. At home he would
relax listening to music or reading novels ; at school he enjoyed tennis and bas-
ketball. His interest in mathematics and physics has led him to choose a career
in mechanical engineering.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Sodality.
MUDHAR HAMID >'j=r< j^"
A good-natured and capable member of the class, Mudhar looks confidently
toward a future in engineering. He has prepared himself for future studies by
his serious application to the study of mathematics and physics. At B.C. he was
active in track and a keen competitor in baseball.
Scientific Academy, Bus Prefect, Intramural Sports.
MUHAMMAD A-HAMID JL.UI A-J-l -Lc -U£
A strong and supple body and a generous spirit served Muhammad. His lively
and easy-going manner made him very popular. For relaxation he enjoyed
reading stories. His favorite subjects: biology, mathematics, Arabic. He hopes
to enter medical school.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports.
MUHYIDDIN A-SHAFI JliJI xs> ji-l j_& ^jjl ^
A quiet, thoughtful member of the class, Muhyiddin made lasting friends while
at B.C. He enjoyed all sports, but especially basketball and tennis. His leisure
time was spent collecting stamps and hunting. Math and physics were his best-
liked subjects. He plans to become an engineer.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Basketball.
MUSHTAQ. ALBERT S-* J^Ji tj I 7 .7. n
Capable and generous, with time for all activities, Mushtaq was an enthusiastic
Socialist. He played a fast game of handball and tennis. Mathematics and
physics were his favorite subjects. To be a doctor is his burning ambition.
Scientific Academy, Sodality.
NABIL MAJDALANI JV-^ J;"'
Affable and friendly, Nabil will be remembered for his talented art work. His
scholastic interests were physics and botany; his extra-curricular interests were
football and swimming. He will decide on a career in medicine or engineering.
NAMIR SAIGH
NADIM ZEBOUNI ^y.J f*
Competent, industrious, and intelligent, Nadim made many friends at B.C.
He liked scientific subjects best and he often discussed them with his classmates.
At school he liked baseball and track; off campus his favorite activities were
swimming and tennis. His liking for physics and mathematics logically leads
to a career in engineering.
Sodality, Scientific Academy, "Al-Iragi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Track, Dramatics
Society.
juL*? J^
A capable and studious classmate with a pleasant personality, Namir liked to
play baseball. Chemistry and mathematics were his favorite subjects. In his
free time he enjoyed reading or riding his bicycle. Namir was a dedicated and
generous member of the Sodality. He plans to do further studies in chemistry.
Scientific Academy, Sodality.
NASSAR WAD I jLaJ £->J jL
Sociable and energetic, he spent most of his leisure hours at school playing
basketball, his favorite sport. Nassar's favorite pastimes outside of school were
reading good books and collecting stamps. He plans to join the ranks of the
engineers after graduation from B.C.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Basketball.
NIMATALLAH WARRUDI ^jjj ^y^t
Serious and determined, Nimatallah made many friends during his years at
B.C. He was a star at the track meets and always had medals to carry home.
He was a loyal member of the Sodality. His ability in sports has led him to choose
a career in the field of physical education.
Sodality, Track, Intramural Sports.
QAIS NAMAN o\jo a~<J-' *up lj-jJ!
Lively and energetic. Q_ais exerted a far-reaching influence among his class-
mates. Often he could be found reading. He performed well in all sports but
liked football best. His reading of scientific books and his interest in mathematics
and physics are strong reasons why he should be an engineer.
Intramural Sports.
QAIS ZAKHO jSj J_j- ^_ji
Qais was a very kind and sincere friend. He liked all sports, but was an espe-
cially good handball player. In school mathematics and physics appealed to
him, but outside of school he favored reading books and listening to the radio.
His ambition for the future is to be a doctor.
Bus Prefect, Intramural Sports.
UHH33BSHUHHH&8&HBHI RAAD A-WAHAB J* Li <_ju^JI JLfr At;
Possessed of a quiet, serene soul in the face of the unexpected, Raad could
handle any situation. Many varied interests make him an appealing personality.
He pursued his studies with vigor and gave himself generously to many projects.
Raad's interest in biology indicates a career in medicine.
Intramural Sports.
RAAD BUNNI <jrf •**;
Good-natured and humorous, Raad made many friends during his stay at B.C.
He enjoyed playing a fast game of tennis, his favorite sport. Off campus he
enjoyed playing his guitar. Raad also looks forward to a life as a doctor.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Dramatic Society, Elocution Contest, Intramural Sports.
RAAD JAMAL JU- Ocj
Serious and quiet, Raad delighted in sports and films on historical subjects.
His favorite subjects: mathematics, physics, English. His ambition for the future
is to be a civil engineer.
Intramural Sports.
RAMZI GEORGE ~<l\ji> j-jjht lS>j
A reserved, talented young man, Ramzi very much enjoyed reading poems and
stories. He was always eager for a fast game of handball and was often seen on
the basketball courts. His scholastic interests were primarily in biology and
:h.ermstry and this has led him to choose a career in medicine.
'.-Iraqi" Staff.
SAAD A-RAZZAQ. ^AjjJI ijljjjl A-c \a-
Saad was a very likeable companion with a broad outlook for the future. He
was often seen playing volleyball and handball. He also liked to play basketball.
His interest in physics and chemistry has given him a desire to become an
atomic engineer.
Intramural Sports, Basketball.
SAAD AL-RAWI ^jljJI ^-j-p -*-
A calm, serious, and successful youth, Saad always had a pleasant smile. His
generosity to his companions will certainly be remembered. All sports attracted
him, but baseball and volleyball were his favorites. He expects to make his
way in life as a civil engineer.
Intramural Sports, Bus Prefect.
SAAD GULLI ,ir ^jA*J.
Sincere, friendly, and appreciative of all favors, Saad made many friends at
B.C. Saad was one of the school's best handball players. Off campus playing
ball, riding a bicycle, and listening to soft music were his favorite pastimes.
He hopes to enter the field of civil engineering.
Intramural Sports, Football.
SABAH BAKIR o-.JJ J3 l>
An unforgettable personality, Sabah was very helpful to his classmates. Basket-
ball was his favorite sport at school and his favorite pastime off campus was
touring. His ambition is to be a doctor.
"Al-Iragi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Football.
SABAH NURADDIN 'irJiJ^ O', ->y rj-r
Calm and self-possessed, Sabah distinguished himself with his intelligence and
knowledge. A consistent class leader at school, at home he could be found
listening to classical music or absorbed in chemical experiments. With his talents
and personality Sabah is assured of success in his future scientific studies.
Scientific Academy, Bus Prefect.
SAHRAN IBRAHIM P-
A popular classmate with an ever widening circle of friends, Sahran was a fine
all-round athelete and a credit to the basketball team. Indoors he enjoyed
listening to music and corresponding with people oustide of Baghdad. Sahran
plans to study mechanical engineering.
Intramural Sports, Basketball.
SAID AL-RAWI <£ J \J\ %y-
A thoroughly enjoyable classmate, Said brought humor to his work and play.
Off campus Said had a variety of interests: walking, swimming, bicycling,
reading stories and current events. Said liked his scientific studies at B.C. and
hopes to become a doctor.
Scientific Academy.
SAMIH RAJIB ^-Ul ^j
^f
Always a gentleman, Samih's friendliness and sincerity won him a host of friends
at B.C. A baseball enthusiast at school, off campus he delighted in walking and
going on picnics. His interest in biology has decided him on a career in medicine.
Scientific Academy, Elocution Contest, Intramural Sports.
SARGON WARDA aij j Ol^J ^j-
Sagon has shown himself to be a gentleman, an athlete, and a very capable
student during his years at B.C. He liked to play all sports but preferred football.
When not studying he enjoyed swimming and driving. He has not yet decided
on a field of future study but tends toward engineering.
Intramural Sports, Football, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Bus Prefect, Basketball.
SARKIS THEODOSSIAN jU,—yll 4iL
Pleasant and friendly, Sarkis enjoyed his years at B.C. He was always ready
for a fast game of handball and also found time for ping-pong. Following his
interest in physics, Sarkis hopes to be an electronics engineer.
Intramural Sports.
SARMAD MAHMUD --JjXJl ij^- Xaj
An industrious student and affable companion, Sarmad preferred Arabic and
mathematics to his other subjects. He was one of our better ping-pong players.
He hopes to make his future in either medicine or engineering.
Intramural Sports.
SHANT HOVSEPIAN ljl~—-U^£ j aSo ^ C^jL-
Shant gave his best efforts to every task. He was an active member of the class
and always ready to discuss class matters. He was one of the mainstays on the
basketball team and a fine football player. His favorite subjects : physics, math-
ematics, English. Shant hopes to be an engineer.
"Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Basketball, Football, Track.
SINAN A-JABBAR illjLp j Li- 1 J_P cjL-
A calm and diligent member of the class, Sinan won himself many friends.
He enjoyed swimming and riding bicycles during his off campus hours. He took
delight in watching all sports especially basketball. He plans to study engineering.
SKENDER ALBERT -jJdaa _rw' j^js>-I
Skender's attractive personality and gentlemanly manner attracted a great
many friends. He enjoyed all intramural sports, but preferred football. His
favorite pastime outside of school was listening to music. Skender has decided
to enter the field of medicine.
Intramural Sports.
STEPHEN OVANESSOFF t_3a-~ulj oli-l^i
Quiet and good-natured, Stephen occasionally enjoyed a game of handball or
football. Listening to soft music was good recreation for him. He liked the
B.C. regulations but lamented the rarity of picnics. His interest in chemistry
and English promise success in the engineering school.
Intramural Sports, "Al-Iraqi" Staff.
SUDAD AL-MUTWALI tijd.1 i5j 5 ' j-
Sudad's ever present smile and helpfulness made him a popular classmate.
Basketball was his favorite pastime at school and at home he liked nothing
better than reading novels. His interest in scientific subjects leads him to pursue
his studies in the field of engineering.
Intramural Sports, Elocution Contest.
SUHAIL NAIMI ^-^ $J~i J-*-
A very capable and determined student, Suhail was quiet and pleasant by
nature. His interest in physics and mathematics made him a faithful member
of the Scientific Academy. His favorite sport was baseball, and in his free time
he enjoyed collecting stamps or listening to music. Suhail hopes to be a civil
engineer.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports.
~ -
TALAL MUNASIFI J^t
A calm but active member of the class, Talal's courteous manner made him a
friend of many of his classmates. His favorites: reading, listening to soft music,
ping-pong, basketball, biology, chemistry. Talal's ambition is to study medicine.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports, Elocution Contest.
VARTAN PARSIGHIAN (JLji—wju j-L^ ijuj'
Vartan was a talented classmate, noted for his gentlemanly manner. He
was a versatile athlete and participated in games whenever he could. He liked
to relax with a book or music. Vartan looks forward to a career in engineering.
Intramural Sports, Football, Basketball, Track.
VIKIN SADURIAN ib y^
A quiet and likeable classmate, Vikin was a diligent and capable student. He
enjoyed the intramural sports, especially basketball. His bent for chemistry has
given him a desire to do further studies in the field of chemistry.
Intramural Sports.
WADHAH SHAKIR tjji- ejZ}\ jf[Z -t-L^
Behind a quiet exterior there was hidden a lively sense of humor. Wadhah's
generosity and thoughtfulness brought him many friends. He frequently visited
the library and enjoyed reading at home. His ambition is to become a doctor.
Bus Prefect.
WALID AL-TAWIL Jd>ll -«Jj
Walid was always pleasant and helpful. He enjoyed his work in the Sodality
and his activity on the baseball field. He was always ready to participate in a
game of volleyball and was a keen competitor in track. His future profession
will be in medicine.
Intramural Sports, Sodality, Track.
WAYIL MUHAMMAD l*J~JLI Ji!>
Pleasant and fun-loving, Wayil vigorously pursued his studies and gave himself
unsparingly to all projects. He was always ready to help others in everything.
He enjoyed watching movies and reading books. Wayil hopes to become a
political economist.
Scientific Academy, "Al-Iraqi" Staff, Intramural Sports.
ZIAD AL-DABBUNI J_^.UI ib
A broad smile and cheerful disposition made Ziad very popular with his class-
mates. Off campus his favorite activities were photography and stamp collecting.
A :: school he was often seen on the handball and tennis courts. He looks forward
to a future in medicine.
Intramural Sports.
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Fifth row : (left to right) Jamil Tuma, Kanaan Makiyya, Kamil Abbas, Maan al-Ashaiker,
Joseph Finan, Adil Mahdi.
Fourth row : Ahmad Bajalan, Said Abda, Hazim Barnuti, Adnan Sabih, Amjad al-Umari,
Francis Roca.
Third row : Tariq al-Ani, Ali Faraj, Namir Kamal, Sami Arshak, Leonard Yaqub.
Second row : Hagop Anserlian, Akram al-Attar, Hassan Anwar, Amir al-Atraqchi, Imad
Jan, Michael Tani.
First row: Dhia Sharif, Bahir A-Latif, Fr. Morgan, S.J., Hisham al-Qassab, Riadh al-
Sabti.
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SwiA row : (left to right) Imad Habba, Imad al-Samarrai, Muhammad Rahmatallah,
Basil al-Shawwaf, Samir Yusuf.
Fifth row: Yerwant Krikor, Yasin A-Qadir, Leon Dajadian, Raad Kattula, Joseph Tuma.
Fourth row : Salman Daud, Nazar Farjo, Istabruk al-Imam, Iyad al-Ubaidi, Ghassan al-
Saigh, Iyad Gabriel.
Third row : Samir Salih, Makram Samhiri, Amar Chalmaran, Nail Shammami, Imad
Jamil.
Second row : Thomas Azaian, Badi Kamal, Iqdam Askar, Faris Faraj, Ramon Nazarian,
Rufail Rumanos.
First row: Jawad al-Zubaidi, Khalid Kamal, Fr. MacDonnell, S.J., Aws Salim, Mahir
Abbas.
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SfoiA rotu: (left to right) Ghassan Jamil, Leon Basil, Melcon Kaspar, Riadh al-Sayad, Zir
A-Rahman.
Fifth row : Wayil al-Khudhairi, Hani al-Saudi, Nazar al-Mudallal, Dhafir al-Fattal,
Saman Qazzaz.
Fourth row : Nabil Makhai, Theodor Kolyovsky, Itimad Yusuf, Tawfiq al-Bassam, Mukhlis
Louis, Krassimir Totev.
Third row : Samir Faraj, Ghazi al-Atraqchi, Vikin Hovsepian, Latif Ibrahim, Kamal Tessy.
Second row : Gilbert Sarkis, Adnan Fadhil, Saad al-Sarraf, Hani Akkawi, Nasir Maskoni,
Clement Johnston.
First row: Armand Arshavir, Daud Jabaji, Fr. E. Kelly, S.J., Faris Shammas, Firas al-
Naimi.
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i^j/iA row: (left to right) Raja Pio, Saad Allawi, Fraidun A-Karim, Usama al-Raihani,
Zuhair Jamil, George John, Nuhad Thwainy, Ali al-Shawi.
Fourth row : Mahir Muzahim, Faris Yusuf, Ghassan al-Halabi, Usama al-Shabibi, Wahab
Muhammad, Butros Shamun.
Third row : Jamaladdin Yusuf, Emmanuel Dinkha, Ala Jabiru, Munir Dishu, Raad al-
Q_aisi.
Second row : Shakib Halabu, Johnny Makhai, Kamal Qassim, Yusuf A-Latif, Issa Tuma,
Suhail Najim.
First row : Azim al-Sanawi, Alex Salibian, Fr. Skelskey, S.J., Luay Tappouni, Yusuf al-
Alawi.
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(Absent: Majid Hamid)
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Fi/i/j row : (left to right) Kamal Dadda, Mahir Hanna, Wadhah Ismail, Riadh Habboush,
Fuad A-Hadi, Nihad Jassam, Jalal Bonjukian, Vahe Gharibian.
Fourth row: Saad Shakir, Nail Nuri, Mazin al-Gailani, Shawqi Halata, Elias Raji, Faiq
Daud.
Third row : Edward Faiq, Kirmanj al-Talibani, Hosamaddin Anani, Daud Ibrahim,
Jaffar Jaffar, Said John, Firas Haqqi.
Second row : Munthar Yusuf, Faiq Tukmachi, Nabil al-Fraiah, Ali al-Hilli, Adil Abbosh,
Edmund Paulus.
First row: Farid Faddu, Adnan al-Dhahib, Fr. Gerry, S.J., Sabah Sulaiman, Husni
Habboush.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Ismail Kanna, Taha al-Shawwaf, Ali Abdullah, Jamal Nasir, Ali
Ghalib, Abbas al-Shalji.
Fifth row : Suhail Yonan, Salim Daud, Muwaffaq A-Sahib, Nazar Rajib, Ali Mahmud,
Ali al-Quraishi, Umar al-Yaqubi.
Fourth row : Ala Husain, Nabil Naum, Nubar Sethian, Isam Ibrahim, Hatem Mukhlis,
Namir Ibrahim.
Third row : Raad Abdullah, Saad Shakir, Nazar George, Dhia Naman, Muwaffaq Daud.
Second row : Emil Azzo, Selem Saadi, Hazim Makiyya, Nufal Nadhir, Zuhair Elia, Ala
Sharif.
First row: Jala] Faiq, Laith al-Qassab, Fr. Madaras, S.J., Luay al-Hafidh, Ara Ovanessof.
(Absent: Mazin Ismail)
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.S7.V/A rati' : (left to right) Alfred Antwan, Joseph Davida, Samir Qarana, Muhammad Isa,
Yusuf Shahid, Falih A-Qadir, Francis Shlaimun, Mustafa Kannuna.
Fifth row : Salim A-Hadi, Sabri Shamun, Robert John, Daud Salman, Melvin Arthur,
George Ayoub, Muhannad Qattan.
Fourth row : Wadi Nwyia, Iyad Bashir, Raziq Rassam, Jamshid Armaghani, Salim
Hanna, Munir al-Hasani.
Third row: Sami Razzuq, A-Razzaq al-Ansari, Sarmad Lans, Luay Salih, Tariq Taha.
Second row : Adil Yusuf, Nail Bashuri, Raouf Qashat, Sabah Siddiq, Manaf Salih, Faris
Ismail.
First row : Anthony Paulus, Mufid al-Umari, Fr. Owens, S.J., Walid Hermes, Khudhair
Haddad.
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SY.viA rot« : (left to right) George Babana, Fathi Badri, Robert Parhad, Jamil Metti, Khalid
al-Awqati, Muhannad Zakaria, Ninos Yusuf.
Fifth row : Boghos Yerwant, Anis Kamal, Sabah Peter, Saib Qalamchi, Dhia al-Hariri.
Sinan Majid, Leo Sequeira.
Fourth row : Vanig Livon, Malik al-Hasani, Kamal Jurjis, Makram Kalian, Amir Habib,
Amour George.
Third row : Mudhar Shawkat, Azam Ahmad, Faisal A-Qadir, Ridha al-Saati, Namir
Faraj.
Second row : Raymond George, Jamal Mahdi, Saad Cotta, Ali Abbas, Salman Aziz, Nuri
Yaqub.
First row : Harith Balal, Musa Bahiya, Fr. Paquet, S.J., Samir Safa, Sami Shaban.
(Absent: Maan al-Gailani)
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>?tx(A raid : (left to right) Imad Kamil, Antonius Hermes, Adil Shaya, Hermes Skender,
Garabet Atanossian, Shuman Daud, Matheos Matheosian.
Fifth row : Sami Mahmud, Jamal Jurjis, Masud Aso, Muhammad al-Ani, Mudhar Mah-
mud, Qais Muhammad, Saad Salih.
Fourth row : Ahmad Shikara, Munjid Qattan, Raad Kashmulla, Faris Faraj, Mahmud
Shakir, Salim Daud.
Third row : Hashim A-Majid, Jack Yusuf, Nabil Yusuf, Sabri Tobia, Salih al-Mumaiz.
Second row : Nelson Yusuf, Isa al-Shawi, Luay Noel, Harith Munib, Majid Mahmud,
Tariq Naji.
First row : Paulus Akkash, Jabir Adamo, Mr. Nist, Shairko Naji, Douglas Rowland.
(Absent: Salar Baban)
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.Szxi/z row : (left to right) Jack Joseph, Umar al-Askari, Walid al-Askari, Sami Salman,
Najah Yusuf, Akram Korkis, Fadhil Abbas, Manaf al-Damaluji.
Fifth row: Aqil Haj Talib, Freddy Emmanuel, Joseph Nuri, Baha Alexander, Steve
Bonian, Shaul Naji, Shahen Shahenian.
Fourth row : Munthar Muhammad, Khalid Jurjis, Harith Khairi, Varujan Khalil, Namir
Bahjat, Falih al-Zahawi.
Third row: Misak Kasganian, Fadhil al-Baldawi, Khudhair Abbas, Hanna Shlaimun,
Talal A-Salam.
Second row : Raad Francis, Jibran Yusuf, Jamil Yaqub, Safa Muzhir, Amir Salman, Yusuf
al-Umran.
First row: Nasir Yusuf, Ricardo Felix, Fr. Regan, S.J., Ramzi Shakir, Muhammad
Makiyya.
(Absent : Talib Naji)
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.SV.v/A row : (left to right) Dinha Tobia, Vartan Haiq, Peter Zoma, Sami Sequeira, Munir
al-Katani, Iyad Philip, Hani Elias, Laith al-Saud.
Fifth row : Anmar Ibrahim, Khalid Abdulahad, Burhan Adil, Salim Ahmad, Muayyad
Mahmud, Hazim Naif, Ahmad Qanbar Agha.
Fourth row : Luay Zabouni, Zaid Said, Saad Sadiq, AH Naji, Ghazwan Sabri, Muhammad
Bajalan.
Third row : Ismail Ayoub, Sabah Robin, Amir Jamil, Amir Jihad, Wajdi Nakashi.
Second row : Isam A-Daim, Qais Dakkak, Raad Khalaf, Riadh Edmund, Nahil Peter,
Amar A-Aziz.
First row : Isam Jassam, Munthar Aziz, Fr. Mahoney, S.J., Maan al-Khudhairi, Namir
al-Saudi.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Ghaith al-Saud, Basim Ahmad, Arsham Baltaian, Sarmad George,
Gabriel al-Bajani, Hani Marar, A-Mujib A-Karim.
Fifth row : Ghassan al-Mudallal, Wadud A-Baqi, Azam Qanbar Agha, Salam al-Chalabi,
Iyad Kamil, Ghazwan al-Sarhan, Zaid Mustafa.
Fourth row : Wayil Shawqi, Asad al-Duri, Haitham Alios, Ali Sadiq, Munir Kubba, Saruk
Baban.
Third row: Qutaiba al-Khalidi, Nabil al-Tawil, Wayil Rashid, Riadh Jazrawi, Raad
Yusufani.
Second row : Anmar Mudhaffar, Farid Oghana, Hikmat George, Saadun Habib, Fadhil
Abbas, Adil Isa.
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First row: Raibir Sadiq, Said Namiq, Fr. Mahan, S.J., Muayyad Louis, Zaid A-Aziz.
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SVxi/! row : (left to right) Dhia al-Darzi, Muhallab A-Hamid, Hasan al-Makhzumi, Umar
A-Wahab, A-Haq Ibrahim, Jan Roca.
Fifth row : Frank Bahjat, Senharib Dinkha, Edmund Michael, Ghiath Salim, Surin Zawin,
Ramiz Said, Sabah Bidawid.
Fourth row : Maan Kannuna, Wadhah al-Joudi, Ali A-Wahab, Burhan Jamil, Khalid al-
Samarrai, Hanna Musa.
Third row : Sargon Paulus, Faiz Yunis, Nimat Sabbagh, Munthar Aris, Victor Rowland.
Second row : Faiq Butros, Khudhir Elias, Nabil Toma, Samir Najim, Quraish Fazi', Zaid
Abdullah.
First row: Ahmad Walid, Saad Jabaji, Mr. Farmer, Raad Mustafa, Varant Khachik.
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SV.v/A row : (left to right) Husam Haidar, Nabil Jadun, Namir Madhloom, Edison Yusuf.
Franso Gullo, Nabil Wadi'.
Fifth row. TX-w&r Jamil, Ihsan Aladdin, Muhammad Jassim, Teddy Emmanuel, Saad
Tawfiq.
Fourth row : Hikmat Naum, Haitham al-Azzawi, Atallah Salim, Raad A-Wahid, Ziad
Muhammad, Faiq Atiyya.
Third row : Emil William, Husain Qassim, Thamir Habib, Amir Michael, Janan Wadi'.
Second row : Hasan Ali, Asad Ali, Muayyad Amin, Harith al-Atiyya, Faris Ayoub, Mustafa
al-Qassab.
First row : Yusuf A-Malik, Nazar Kamal, Mr. Kealey, Salim Metti, Tariq Joseph.
(Absent: Khalid Kassab)
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.SV.v//? row : (left to right) Saad Ali. Habib Paulus, Faiz Faraj, Raad Jawid, Iqdam Najib,
Abadi Abadi.
Fifth row : Henry Philip, Nabil Battah, Umar Yusuf, Muhammad A-Jabbar, Dhia Metti,
Nasr Hilmi, Fadhil Haddad.
Fourth row : Rafi Jalal, Ghadir Albert, Namir Shaffu, Anwar Khayyat, Riadh Kamal,
Jamil Baban.
Third row : Amir Abbas, Sabah Hanna, Basil Shaya, Philip Dawisha, Ihsan Kammuna,
Second row : Qais Marogi, Faiq Qunja, Imad Yaqub, Safa Skender, Muthanna Abbas,
Harb Zaku.
First row: Usam Salman, Suhail Khalil, Fr. Travers, S.J., Fawzi Nadhim, Akram A-
Karim.
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.SAv/A row ; (left to right) Vahak Hovakimian, Rafit Muhammad, Wasim A-Shafi, Hagop
Baklarian, Raad Salih, Leon Ghazarian.
Fifth row : Joseph Douglas, Rukni Maqsud, Salwan Maqsud, Jan George, Yusuf Nuraddin.
Riadh Sadiq, Raad Habib.
Fourth row : Ayman Muhammad, Bahir Umar Ali, Faris Falih, George Elia, Muhammad
Munthar, Usama Michael.
Third row : Salim Elia, Saad Zanad, Arsham Melconian, Albert Makardij, Karim Awni.
Second row : Shamil Aziz, Nabil Hanna, John Butros, Imad Abdullah, Amir Musa, Namir
Faisal.
First row : Ali Abbud, Nazar Naum, Mr. Dumouchel, Mazin Abboudi, Khudhir Akkawi.
(Absent: Munthar Lawrence)
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Sixth row : (left to right) Isam Butros, Samir Haddo, Sabah Michael, Salim Pachachi,
Robert Malouf, Laith A-Sattar, Ali Ghalib al-Bassam.
Fifth row : Tahsin Khalid, Majid Bahnam, Faris Zaitu, Hikmat Yusuf, Saad Wazir.
Fourth row : Farid Arsin, Muhammad al-Qayam, Joseph Korkis, Raad Jamil, Ara Ghaza-
rian, Mazin al-Qassab.
Third row : Bedros Krikor, Munir Ibrahim, Qabil Adam, George Yonan, Muhannad
Hilmi.
Second row : Jalal Halabu, Nazar Naji, Nadir Faraj, Husain Hilmi, Saad Salih, Francis
Ishu.
First row : Wadi' Butros, Dara Baba Ali, Mr. Palumbo, Nabil Qastantin, Harith Ahmad.
(Absent: Khairy Bello, Muta Ismail)
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.SwrfA row : (left to right) Sami Marugil, Yusuf Yonan, Haidar al-Shama, Shamun Dinkha,
Sabah A-Qadir, Samir Salman.
Fifth row : Sabiti Jaffar, Najib Anwar, George Shamu, Baqir Sadiq, Artin Stephan, Isam
al-Ubaidi, Khalid Mahmud.
Fourth row : Salim Butros, Sulaiman Murtadha, Raad Sadiq, Amar Farjo, Selim Thomas,
Nabil Michael.
Third row : Saad Hanna, Nabil Jassim, Khayal Rafiq, A-Malik Salim, Dimitri Vestarkis.
Second row: Jibrail Ishu, Misbah al-Ghali, Muhannad al-Awsi, Hrand Essayi, Moniq
Berj, Tariq Jassim.
First row : William Wadi', Charles Maqsud, Mr. Costello, Nazar Amso, Ali Musa.
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.SV.v/A row : (left to right) Munir Fadhil, Andre Hindu, Jalal Daniel, Saad Daud, Hassan A-
Hadi, Walid Mahmud, Husain Nasir.
Fifth row : Samir Sadiq, Wadi Yusuf, Habib Mansur. Nabil al-Alusi, Raad al-Dabbagh.
Fourth row : Salman Daud, Zakaria Yahya, Muhammad al-Gailani, Eddy Yusuf, Salah
Elia, Muayyad Edward.
Third row : Haitham al-Zahawi, Clifford Joseph, Jamal Joseph, Saad Bunni, Husam
Yaqub.
Second row : Mazin Sabih, Basim Makiyya, Farqad Yusuf, George Ishu, Rupen Mazhago-
pian, Sarkis Fraidun.
First row : Riadh Shikara, Ihsan al-Haidari, Fr. Bennett, S. J., Ali Shikara, Baghdo
Khalil.
(Absent: Sahmi Nasir)
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Sixth row: (left to right) Hasan al-Musawi, Majid A-Karim, Krikor Garabet, Iyad al-
Awsachi, Jibrail Kasperkhan, Satnir Finan, Ahmad al-Amin.
Fifth row : Fakhri Dino, Wisam al-Saigh, Faiz Fatallah, Nazar Sarafa, Rashid Yahya.
Fourth row : Thamir Salman, Faisal al-Bana. Dhia Jasim, Saad A-Wahab. Edward Nari-
nian, Aladdin Burhan.
Third row : Ibrahim al-Shawi, Sami Toma, Ghazi al-Hariri, AH Ghalib A-Sahib, Falah
Hasan.
Second row: Manhal Anwar, Salam Zaku, Rifat Butros, Faris Khazal, Nahil Kamil,
Laith A-Samad.
First row : Saad Shawqi, Ghassan Ahmad, Fr. Banks, S. J., Sarmad Ajina, Najdat Yusufani.
(Absent: Imad Maurice)
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.SutA roit) : (left to right) Wadhah Shabib, Faisal al-Askari, Athir Bahjat, Habib Munir,
Khairy Michael, Wasim Munasifi, Laith Cotta.
Fifth row : Kamal Farjo, Saybo Awakian, Yalda Shamun, Muhammad al-Dolai, Elisha
Marqus, Amir Salim, Ala al-Musawi.
Fourth row: Jamal Yusuf, Gabriel Joseph, Yusuf Daud, Ali al-Zubaidi, Saad al-Hadawi,
Nabil al-Nasiri.
Third row : Ashraf Kamil, Sabah Ibrahim, Minas Moursalian, Varujan Zulumat, Majid
Metti.
Second row : Khalid Mahfoudh, Arshad Azzu, Yaqub A-Masih, Imad Nisan, Maan Hasani,
Mahmud Basri.
First row: Basim George, Robert Joseph, Mr. Toner, Raad al-Fattal, Namir Tabib.
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Sixth row : (left to right) Sami Elisha, Manhal al-Shaikh, A-Qadir Hamid, Yusuf Awraha,
AH Atta, Husam Kattula, Anmar Burhan.
Fifth row : Ara Dembekjian, Wafir Noel, Majid Wadi, Daud Jaju, Basil A-Aziz.
Fourth row : Donald Roy, Kamaladdin Mustafa, Yaqub Salih, Adib Yonan, Ahmad Makki.
Farid Tawfiq.
Third row : Usama Hanna, Ala Burhan, Samar al-Baghdadi, Jafar al-Hariri, Luay Elias,
Aladdin A-Ghani, George Paulus.
Second row : Imad Subhi, Burhan Ishaq, Benjamin Toma, Kamal Abdulahad, A-Salam
Nuri, Sabah Azad.
First row: Emmanuel Hartyun, Muhammad al-Khudhairi, Fr. Seferta, S.J., Saad Salim,
Munir Namu.
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.S7.vi/z row .- (left to right) Ala al-Hariri, Usama Elias, Faraj Daud, Yaqub Yusuf, Emmanuel
Daud, Hagop Artin, Mazin Emmanuel.
Fifth row : Adnan al-Baya, Akkash Akkash, Leonard George, Samhiri Gorial, Zaid Hadid.
Fourth row : Ghassan Munthar, Haval Rasul, Yusuf Toma, Luay Yaldo, Basim Tahan,
Saad al-Dawwaf.
Third row: Asad Metti, Majid Hamid, Samir Ismail, Inam Tawfiq, Krikor Minasakan,
Nabil al-Baghdadi, Muhammad A-Qadir.
Second row : Ahmad Muhammad, Vahe Bedros, Salam A-Aimma, Sami Ibrahim, Khalil
al-Gailani, Toma Mikha.
First row : Hasib al-Mufti, Anwar Douglas, Fr. Loeffler, S. J., William Yalda, Wilson Daud.
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SwrfA row : (left to right) Johnson Yuhanna, Hagop Manuel, Kamiran George, Mazin
Salim, VVadhah A-Razzaq, Emmanuel Shamun, Samir al-Tamimi.
Fifth row: Iyad Rashad, Farid Wadi, Fikrat Jamil, Makram Talia, A-Qadir Abbas.
Fourth row : Muhsin Abu al-Qassim, Baqir Jafar, Asad Stephan, Faris al-Khudhairi,
Alfred Nairn, Sabri Mansur.
Third row : Shawkat Halabu, Imad Taqa, Salam Razqallah, Armin Sarkis, Salah Paulus,
Khalid Hashim, Yazin al-Duri.
Second row : Masud Elia, Adil Jurjis, Araz Qazzaz, Ramzi Said, Talal Najib, VVayil Elias.
First row : Muwaffaq Abbas, Dhafir Majid, Fr. Belcher, S.J., Yusuf Ridha, Imad Kamil.
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.SzAtfA row: (left to right) Firas Hamid, Shukri Akram, Basil Jalal, Mansur Sliwa, Isam
Korkis, Senior Jaju, Yusuf Anwyia.
Fifth row : Sabri Yaqub, Salman Daud, Nail Emmanuel, Qusai al-Khudhairi, Muhammad
Mahdi.
Fourth row : Jafar al-Awqati, Mazin Dhiab, Munthar al-Jassani, Kamille Clement, Muay-
yad al-Ubaidi, Imad Said.
Third row : Misak Alexander, Sarmad al-Shawi, Farid Korkis, Ahmad al-Shakiry, Yusuf
Hindu, Ali Muhyiddin, Omid A-Rahim.
Second row : Karim George, Muhib Munir, Fuad Shamun, Noel Tuqatli, Mukhlis Munir,
Hilal Abdulahad.
First row : Imad A-Jabbar, Ghazwan Hamid, Fr. Nugent, S.J., Saad Hanna, Armen
Maranjian.
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.Sfxi/i ratf : (left to right) Pius Jajika, Mahjub Yahya, Bashir A-Fadi, Dhafir al-Uzri, Falih
Qazanji, Farid Shamun, Scot Yamulky.
Fifth row: Fadhil Augustin, Sultan al-Hathal, Muhammad Sharaf, Rafiq Safa, Namir
Kamil, Adil A-Qadir, Musallam Majid.
Fourth row : Munir Faraj, Nadhir Bahjat, Mazin Zebouni, Amir Korkis, Tiador Warda.
Yusuf George.
Third row : Ali Husain, Ali Makiyya, Raad Fuad, Aisar Susan, Mudhaffar al-Azzawi.
Second row : Kamal Rais, Hazim Ishaq, Mahmud Ismail, Riadh Albert, Khalid
Abdulahad, Ibrahim Hanna.
First row : Imad Constan, Saad Toma, Mr. Colbert, Sinan al-Khudhairi, Franco Eshaya.
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Sz*iA roit'.- (left to right) Ghassan Said. Yusuf Yaqub, Bahir Zablouk, Samir Yunis, Araz
Ziad, Paris Atto, Nabil Nuri.
Fifth row : Sudad Farid. Khalil Ibrahim. Rafal al-Badri. Sahir Abbud, Raad Shakir.
Fourth row : Imad Hamandi. Hanna Yunis. Saad Fadhil. Ibrahim Tahsin. Namir Nadhim.
Thamir Yaqub.
Third row : Hayman al-Saigh. Falah Muhammad. Masud Daud. Sabah Yusuf. Awsam al-
Jalil.
Second row : Iyad al-Ani, Abdullah Haidar, Avak Avakian, A-Razzaq al-Azzawi, Khudhir
Butros, Riadh Badri.
First row : Hasib Musa, Amin Khaki, Mr. Ford, Ali Zahid, Ramzi Yusuf.
(Absent : Anmar Naji)
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.SV.vM row; (left to right) Majid Shulji, Mahmud al-Azzawi, Suhail Baithun, Abdullah
Ismail, Vahe Kouyoumdjian, Imad Wash, Samir Leyous.
Fifth row: Nazar Adnan, Imad Kallo, Riadh al-Mudallal, Sirbest Ali, Husam Yusuf.
Fourth row: Faris Nairn, Ghassan Makiyya, Hilal al-Dabbuni, Muhammad al-Khatib,
Rafit Rassam, Krikor Makarian.
Third row : Ali A-Latif, Kamal Hamid, Iyad Daud, Muwaffaq Edward, Saad al-Damaluji,
Rami al-Sabti, Samir Baroudi.
Second row : Richard Yaqub, Sami Ali, Mazin Hilmi, Falah Hamdi, Amir al-Mudallal,
Haitham Kubba.
First row : Korkis Mikhu, Krikor Azaian, Fr. Quinn, S.J., Daud Elias, Navil Sethna.
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MEDALS FOR CLA,
1963 - ]
First Honors
Sabah Nuraddin Fourth A
Alfred John Fourth B
Namir Saigh Fourth C
Faris Farid Fourth D
Hisham al-Qassab Third A
Hagop Anserlian Third B
Said Abda Third C
Riadh al-Sabti Third D
Jamil Tu'ma Third E
Sami Arshak Third F
Abbas al-Shalji Second A
Nufal Nadhir Second B
Taha al-Shawwaf Second C
Nazar Rajib Second D
Faisal A-Qadir Second E
Sami Salman Second F
Harith Balal Second G
Umar al-Askari Second H
Sarmad George First A
Sabih Jaffar First B
Francis Ishu First C
Hani Marar First D
Nabil Tuma First E
Anmar Mudhaffar First F
Fadhil Abbas First G
Haidar al-Shama First H
Qutaiba al-Khalidi First K
Second Honors
Khalil Ibrahim
Daud al-Mudallal
Joseph Said
Ramzi George
Maan al-Ashaiker
Amir al-Atraqchi
Firas al-Naimi
Imad Jan
Tariq al-Ani
Samir Yusuf
Ali Ghalib
Namir Bahjat
Sabah Siddiq
Jamal Nasir
Safa Muzhir
Muhammad Bajalan
Sami Mahmud
Shairko Naji
Azam Qanbar Agha
Baghdo Khalil
Hasan A-Hadi
Harith al-Atiyya
Ayman Muhammad
Namir Faisal
Saruk Baban
Raad Habib
Zaid A-Aziz
HONOR ROLL 1964- 1965
FIRST QUARTER
FIRST HONORS
Ali Ghalib
Maan al-Ashaiker
Zaid A-Aziz
SECOND QLAk I J.R
FIRST 110 VORS
3A 91 Ali Ghalib 3A 94
4A 90 Zaid A-Aziz 2A 92
2A 90 Abbas al-Shalji 3A 91
Zuhair Elia 3A 91
Qutaiba al-Khalidi 2A 91
Sabah Nuraddin 5A 90
SECOND HONORS
SECOND HONORS
Abbas al-Shalji 3A 89
Qutaiba al-Khalidi 2A 89
Sarmad George 2A 89
Sabah Nuraddia 5A 88
Ismal Kanna 3A 88
Kanaan Makiyya 4A 87
Zuhair Elia 3A 87
Amjad al-Umari 4A 86
Ali Sadiq 2A 86
Salam al-Chalabi 2A 86
Khalid Kamal 4B 85
Ali Abdu.llah 3A 85
Selem Saadi 3A 85
Asad al-Duri 2A 85
Wayil R.ashid 2A 85
Zaid Mustafa 2A 85
Krikor Garabet 1A 85
Rifat Butros 1A 85
Hilal al-Dabbuni IK 85
Muhammad al-Khatib IK 85
Maan al-Ashaiker 4A 89
Namir Kamal 4A 89
Ali Mahmud 3A 89
Selem Saadi 3A 89
Ali Sadiq 2A 89
Ahmad Bajalan 4A 88
Amjad al-Umari 4A 88
Ali Abdullah 3A 88
Salam al-Chalabi 2A 88
Hilal al-Dabbuni IK 88
Saad al-Damaluji IK 88
Samih Rajib 5A 87
Hazim Makiyya 3A 87
Nazar Rajib 3A 87
Raad Abdullah 3A 87
Sarmad George 2A 87
Joseph Finan 4A 86
Nail Shammami 4B 86
Taha al-Shawwaf 3A 86
Asad al-Duri 2A 86
Haitham Alios 2A 86
Wayil Shawqi 2A 86
Sabih Jaffar 2G 86
Ibrahim al-Shawi 1A 86
Emmanuel Shamun IE 86
Daud Elias IK 86
Kanaan Makiyya 4A 85
Khalid Kamal 4B 85
Muwaffaq A-Shahib 3A 85
Sami Salman 3E 85
STUDENTS WHO HAVE ATTAINED A MONTHLY AVERAGE OF 70 AND ABOVE
FROM SEPTEMBER 1964 TO FEBRUARY 1965
Class of 1965 5B Class of 1966 4B
5A Alfred John — 71 4A Badi Kamal — 74Amin Salih - 75 Berj Turabian — 74 Imad al-Samarrai — 70
Asad Abbud - 74 Imad Jassam — 70 Adil Mahdi — 74 Imad Habba — 72
Athil Alios - 77 Jamal Jamil — 75 Adnan Sabih — 84 Joseph Tuma — 70
Daud al-Mudallal - 76 Maan Munib — 79 Ahmad Bajalan — 85 Khalid Kamal — 85
Emmanuel Hermes - 79 Mazin Madhat — 76 Akram al-Attar — 77 Leon Dajadian — 81
Fawzi Zaitu - 80 Nadim Zebouni — 72 Ali Faraj — 80 Nail Shammami — 83
Fuad Faidh - 80 Qais Naman — 77 Ami al-Atraqchi — 78 Nazar Farjo — 70
George Gogue - 75 Saad al-Rawi — 73 Amjad al-Umari — 87 Raad Kattula — 70
Imad Mahawili - 80 Bahir al-Latif — 79 Thomas Azaian — 76
Khalil Ibrahim - 81 Dhia Sharif — 82 Yasin A-Qadir — 73
Mahmud al-Tai - 77 Francis Roca — 81
Mazin Sabri - 75 5C Hagop Anserlian — 73
Mudhar Hamid - 79 Hassan Anwar — 82
Mushtaq Albert - 70 Daud Sulaiman — 72 Hazim Barnuti — 76
Namir Saigh - 70 Faris Farid — 71 Hisham al-Qassab — 84 4C
Sabah Bakir - 77 Hamid Atiyya — 73 Imad Jan — 70
Sabah Nuraddin - 89 Hani Elias — 72 Joseph Finan — 83 Armand Arshavir — S4
Samih Rajib - 85 Hrand Jirair — 72 Kanaan Makiyya — 86 Daud Jabaji — 75
Sargon Warda - 73 Maan al-Dabbuni — 76 Leonard Yaqub — 73 Dhafir al-Fattal — 70
Shant Hovsepian - 80 Makram al-Shaikh — 73 Maan al-Ashaiker — 90 Ghassan Jamil — 75
Stephan Ovanessoff - 71 Makram Anastas — 80 Namir Kamal — 85 Latif Ibrahim — 80
Suhail Naimi - 77 Qais Zakho — 71 Riadh al-Sabti — 77 Leon Basil — 78
Wayil Muhammad - 71 Vikin Sadurian — 73 Said Abda — 71 Wayil al-Khudhairi — 72
MONTHLY AVERAGES OF 70 AND ABOVE
(cont.)
4D
Ala Jabiru
AH al-Shawi
Issa Tuma
Majid Hamid
Raja Pio
Saad Allawi
Shakib Halabu
Suhail Najim
Yusuf A-Latif
4E
71
72
70
74
71
79
79
80
72
Adil Abbosh — 78
Edmund Paulus — 75
Edward Faiq — 71
Elias Raji — 76
Faiq Tukmachi — 79
Hosamaddin Anani — 70
Husni Habboush — 74
Mazin al-Gailani — 74
Nabil al-Fraiah — 71
Saad Shakir — 70
Wadhah Ismail — 72
Class of 1967
3A
Abbas al-Shalji
Ala Husain
Ala Sharif
Ali Abdullah
Ali al-Quraishi
Ali Ghalib
Ali Mahmud
Dhia Naman
Emil Azzo
Hatem Mukhlis
Hazim Makiyya
Isam Ibrahim
Ismail Kanna
Jalal Faiq
Jamal Nasir
Laith al-Qassab
Luay al-Hafidh
Mazin Ismail
Muwaffaq A-Sahib
Nabil Naum
Namir Ibrahim
Nazar Rajib
Nubar Sethian
Nufal Nadhir
Raad Abdullah
Saad Shakir
Salim Daud
Selem Saadi
Taha al-Shawwaf
Umar al-Yaqubi
Zuhair Elia
3B
Falih A-Qadir
Francis Shlaimun
Jamshid Armaghani
Manaf Salih
Mustafa Kannuna
Sabah Siddiq
Sami Razzuq
Walid Hermes
3C
Azam Ahmad
Faisal A-Qadir
Harith Balal
Maan al-Gailani
Musa Bahiya
Robert Parhad
Saad Cotta
Sabah Peter
3D
Hermes Skender
Jabir Adamo
Sami Mahmud
3E
Amir Salman
Aqil Haj Talib
90
79
78
87
81
93
87
72
73
81
84
78
86
78
78
77
82
79
82
75
76
85
79
77
82
81
81
87
84
81
89
71
78
72
71
73
74
74
78
79
76
80
71
71
74
74
72
77
76
76
70
74
Harith Khairi
Manaf al-Damaluji
Namir Bahjat
Safa Muzhir
Sami Salman
Umar al-Askari
Varujan Khalil
3F
Ali Naji
Amir Jihad
Ghazwan Sabri
Isam Jassam
Laith al-Saud
Luay Zabouni
Maan al-Khudhairi
Muhammad Bajalan
Nahil Peter
Qais Dakkak
Sabah Robin
Wajdi Nakashi
Class of 1968
2A
A-Mujib A-Karim
Adil Isa
Ali Sadiq
Anmar Mudhaffar
Arsham Baltaian
Asad al-Duri
Azam Qanbar Agha
Basim Ahmad
Fadhil Abbas
Farid Oghana
Gabriel al-Bajani
Ghaith al-Saud
Ghassan al-Mudallal
Ghazwan al-Sarhan
Haitham Alios
Hani Marar
Hikmat George
Iyad Kamil
Muayyad Louis
Munir Kubba
Nabil al-Tawil
Qutaiba al-Khalidi
Raad Yusufani
Riadh Jazrawi
Saadun Habib
Said Namiq
Salam al-Chalabi
Sarmad George
Saruk Baban
Wadud A-Baqi
Wayil Rashid
Wayil Shawqi
Zaid A-Aziz
Zaid Mustafa
2B
A-Haq Ibrahim
Burhan Jamil
Edmond Michael
Jan Roca
Nabil Toma
Quraish Fazi'
Sabah Bidawid
Victor Rowland
Wadhah al-Joudi
2C
Harith Atiyya
Saad Tawfiq
2D
Akram A-Karim
Anwar Khayyat
Basil Shaya
Ihsan Kammuna
Jamil Baban
Namir Shaffu
Usam Salman
2E
Arsham Melconian
Ayman Muhammad
70
73
78
78
82
70
71
75
74
74
74
70
81
80
74
80
72
74
71
74
76
88
75
76
86
77
72
79
71
75
82
84
80
84
79
76
75
72
81
83
90
74
78
82
79
87
88
83
79
85
85
91
85
73
73
70
70
75
73
73
72
78
80
74
77
77
73
72
77
73
73
71
71
Khudhir Akkawi
Namir Faisal
Nazar Naum
Raad Habib
Saad Zanad
Yusuf Nuraddin
2F
Ara Ghazarian — 70
Laith A-Sattar — 75
Muta Ismail — 75
Nadir Faraj — 70
Raad Jamil — 73
Samir Haddo — 76
Wadia Butros — 75
2G
Haidar al-Shama — 79
Khalid Mahmud — 74
Nabil Michael — 75
Nazar Amso — 75
Sabah A-Qadir — 71
Sabih Jaffar — 83
Sami Marugil — 76
Samir Salman — 71
72 ID
72 Anwar Douglas — 80
77 Faraj Daud — 82
72 Hasib al-Mufti — 80
80 Haval Rasul — 71
70 Krikor Minasakan — 81
Luay Yaldo — 75
Majid Hamid — 80
Samir Ismail — 80
Wilson Daud — 70
IE
A-Qadir Abbas — 70
Asad Stephan — 70
Emmanuel Shamun — 86
Fikrat Jamil
—
75
Johnson Yuhanna — 78
Khalid Hashim — 70
Makram Talia — 73
Salah Paulus — 75
Salam Razqallah — 74
Shawkat Halabu — 70
Wadhah A-Razzaq — 75
Yazin al-Duri — 74
Yusuf Ridha — 72
2H
Eddy Yusuf — 70
Habib Mansur — 72
Haitham al-Zahawi — 74
Hasan A-Hadi — 76
Muhammad al-Gailani — 76
Munir Fadhil — 76
Sahmi Nasir — 74
Sarkis Fraidun — 71
Zakaria Yahya — 72
Class of 1969J
1A
Ahmad al-Amin — 75
Aladdin Burhan — 71
Ali Ghalib A-Sahib — 71
Dhia Jasim — 72
Edward Narinian — 79
Faisal al-Bana — 75
Faiz Fatallah — 78
Fakhri Dino — 83
Falah Hasan — 75
Ghassan Ahmad — 74
Ghazi al-Hariri — 73
Hasan al-Musawi — 80
Ibrahim al-Shawi — 85
Imad Maurice — 76
Iyad al-Awsachi — 82
Jibrail Kasperkhan — 74
Krikor Garabet — 85
Laith A-Samad — 73
Majid A-Karim — 73
Manhal Anwar — 70
Nahil Kamal — 78
Najdat Yusufani — 79
Nazar Sarafa — 82
Rashid Yahya — 74
Rifat Butros — 83
Saad A-Wahab — 73
Saad Shawqi — 70
Salam Zaku — 78
Sami Toma — 71
Samir Finan — 74
Sarmad Ajina — 77
Thamir Salman — 75
Wisam al-Saigh — 72
IB
Ala al-Musawi — 71
Gabriel Joseph — 73
Khairy Michael — 81
Sabah Ibrahim — 74
Varujan Zulumat — 81
Yusuf Daud — 84
1C
A-Salam Nuri
Daud Jaju
Emmanuel Hartyun
Majid Wadi
Saad Salim
Sabah Azad
IF
Ahmad al-Shakiry — 71
Hilal Abdulahad — 71
Imad A-Jabbar — 74
Isam Korkis — 73
Muayyad al-Ubaidi — 75
Muhammad Mahdi — 73
Munthar al-Jassani — 82
Omid A-Rahim — 75
Qusai al-Khudhairi — 70
Sabri Yaqub — 78
Sarmad al-Shawi — 71
Yusuf Hindu — 70
1G
Dhafir al-Uzri — 82
Falih Qazanji — 74
Farid Shamun — 71
Franco Eshaya — 70
Hazim Ishaq — 73
Munir Faraj — 78
Nadhir Bahjat — 71
Riadh Albert — 81
Sinan al-Khudhairi — 80
Sultan al-Hathal — 70
Tiador Warda — 75
Yusuf George — 72
1H
Ali Zahid — 75
Avak Avakian — 71
Ibrahim Tahsin — 70
Namir Nadhim — 73
Rafal al-Badri — 77
Riadh Badri — 74
Saad Fadhil — 73
IK
Amir al-Mudallal — 74
Daud Elias — 85
Falah Hamdi — 77
Faris Nairn — 80
Ghassan Makiyya — 74
Hilal al-Dabbuni — 87
Husam Yusuf — 70
Imad Kallo — 81
Imad Wasfi — 70
Kamal Hamid — 76
Krikor Azaian — 71
Mahmud al-Azzawi — 76
Majid Shulji — 74
Mazin Hilmi — 75
Muhammad al-Khatib — 85
Muwaffaq Edward — 73
Navil Sethna — 82
Nazar Adnan — 80
Rant Rassam — 77
Rami al-Sabti — 72
Riadh al-Mudallal — 77
Richard Yaqub — 80
Saad al-Damaluji — 85
79 Sami Ali — 76
81 Samir Baroudi — 79
71 Samir Leyous — 83
73 Sirbest Ali — 73
71 Suhail Baithun — 74
76 Vahe Kouyoumdjian — 71
-VI'
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SODALITY OF
Fifth row : (left to right) Mr. Costello, Mushtaq Albert, Faiz Qazanji, Walid al-Tawil, Mr. Colbert.
Fourth row : Kamal Dadda, Nail Shammani, Mahir Hanna, Nabil Makhai, Elias Raji', Khalid Yusuf.
Third row : Jamaladdin Yusuf, Ghassan al-Saigh, George John, Itimad Yusuf, Iyad Gabriel.
Second row : Johnny Makhai, Athil Alios, Hani Akkawi, Ramon Nazarian, Rufail Rumanos, Luay Noel.
First row : Namir Saigh, Nadim Zebouni, Fr. John Mahoney, S.J., Fr. Joseph MacDonnell, S.J., Makram al-Shaikh,
Mervin Burby.
With the help of Fr. MacDonnell, Misters Colbert and Costello, this year's Sodality group had a fairly
busy year.
Each week were held meetings, some of which consisted of Gospel Enquiries; while at others, guest
speakers, by their lively talks, inspired the Sodalists into lively and profitable discussions.
During the year the boys gave up more than one holiday to come to the College for a "Day of Recollec-
tion" in which they gave their free time to prayer and recollection.
For their Apostolic activity, many ofthem were engaged in a varied teaching program. Some tutored some
of our seminarians in first year. A larger group of eight taught some of our workmens' children one or two
days a week after school. The third teaching activity was to prepare some of our neighbors' children for Holy
Communion.
The officers of the Sodality for this year are Namir Saigh, prefect; Makram al-Shaikh, vice-prefect
Mervin Burby, secretary; Nadim Zebouni, treasurer.
OUR LADY
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t APOSTLESHIP
THE APOSTLESHIP OF PRAYER
1964 - 1965
The Apostleship of Prayer has as its goal the salvation and sanctification of souls by prayer and
sacrifice, especially by the sincere effort of one's daily duties, offered in union with the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass.
Promoting this "perfect devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus" at Baghdad College, and
throughout Iraq, are two student organizations, The League of the Sacred Heart, and the Knights of
the Blessed Sacrament.
With the help of these students, 5400 Morning Offering cards and 60 posters are distributed to
churches, schools, and families each month.
OF PRAYER t
SACRED HEART LEAGUE — SENIOR SECTION (Fourth and Fifth Year Students)
Sixth row : (left to right) Butros Shamun, Raad Kattula, Joseph Finan, Nuhad Thwainy, Joseph Tuma (Secretary),
Francis Roca.
Fifth row : Kamal Tessy, Nazar Farjo, Leon Dajadian, Hazim Barnuti, Faris Yusuf, Faiq Daud, Usama al-Raihani.
Fourth row : Husni Habboush, Clement Johnston, Faris Shammas, Edward Faiq, Bahir A-Latif, Edmund Paulus.
Third row : Adil Abbosh, Imad Jan, Nasir Maskoni, Daud Jabaji, Sabah Sulaiman, Luay Tappouni, Suhail Najim.
Second row : Faris Faraj, Badi Kamil, Joseph Said, Joseph Jurji, Faiq Tukmachi, Issa Tuma.
Fisrt row : Jesse Roy, George Gogue (Prefect), Fr. Morgan, S.J., Fr. Owens, S.J., Asad Abbud (Assistant Prefect),
Jamal Jamil.
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SACRED HEART LEAGUE JUNIOR SECTION (Third Year Students)
Sixth row (left to right) : Fathi Badri, Najah Yusuf, Jamal Nasir, Sami Sequeira, Robert Parhad, Francis Shlaimun, Dinha Tobia.
Fifth row : Steve Bonian, Luay Zabouni, Iyad Philip, Akram Korkis, Jack Joseph, Sabah Peter (Prefect).
Fourth row : Baha Alexander, Robert John, Nabil Naum, Salim Daud, Melvin Arthur, Leo Sequeira, Nabil Yusuf.
Third row : Jalal Faiq, Douglas Rowland, Namir Faraj (Secretary), Sabri Shamun, Jabir Adamo, Makram Kalian.
Second Row : Adil Yusuf, Emil Azzo, Zuhair Elia, Walid Hermes, Anthony Paulus, Raouf Qashat, Nuri Yaqub.
First row : Nelson Yusuf, Munthar Aziz, Fr. Morgan, S.J., Fr. Owens, S.J. , Jamil Yaqub, Iyad Bashir.
fc ^ fe?J
KNIGHTS OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT (Second Year Members)
Fifth row (left to right): Hani Marar, Faiz Faraj, Shamun Dinkha, Sarmad George (Prefect), Isam Butros, Jan Roca.
Fourth row : Sahmi Nasir, Anwar Khayyat, Samir Haddo, Andre Hindu, Namir Shaffu, Nabil Tawil.
Third row : Amir Michael (Assistant Prefect), Sarkis Fraidun, Khudhir Akkawi, Raad Habib, Nazar Amso, Nadir Faraj, Janan Wadi'
Second row : Samir Najim, Jibrail Ishu, Farid Oghana, Imad Yaqub, Nabil Hanna, John Butros.
First row : Faiq Butros, Hrand Essayi, Fr. Morgan S.J., Fr. Owens, S.J., Salim Metti, Nazar Naum.
POOR COLLECTORS
Sixth row (left to right) : Nail Nuri 4E, Falih A-Qadir 3B, Basil al-Shawwaf 4B, Mazin Sabri 5A, Saad al-Rawi 5B.
Fifth row : Burhan Adil 3F, Muhammad al-Ani 3D, Walid al-Askari 3E, Raad Jawid 2D, Ahmad Bajalan 4A,
Said al-Rawi 5C.
Fourth row: Faisal al-Askari IB, Yusuf A-Latif 4D, Sabah A-Q_adir 2G, Salam al-Chalabi 2A, Saad al-Sarraf 4C.
Third row: Harith Balal 3C, Muhammad Mahdi IF, Muhammad Jassim 2C, Dhafir al-Uzri 1G, Ala Sharif 3A,
Adrian al-Baya ID.
Second row: Abdullah Haidar 1H, Saad al-Damaluji IK, Ahmad Makki 1C, Ahmad Walid 2B, Basim Makiyya 2H.
First row : Aladdin Burhan 1A, Saad Zanad 2E, Fr. Pelletier, S.J., Yazin al-Duri IE, Dara Baba Ali 2F.
MISSION COLLECTORS
Sixth row (left to right; : George John 4D, Francis Shlaimun 3B, Mahir Hanna 4E, Faiz Qazanji 5C.
Fifth row : Steve Bonian 3E, Sargon Warda 5A, Kamal Tessy 4C, Sarmad George 2A, Nail Shammami 4B, Jamal
Jamil 5B.
Fourth row: Bahir Zablouk 1H, Makram Kalian 3C, Jabir Adamo 3D, Teddy Emmanuel 2C, Nabil Naum 3A.
Third row: Makram Talia IE, Wafir Noel 1C, Wajdi Nakashi 3F, Imad Jan 4A, Bedros Krikor 2F, Eddy Yusuf 2H.
Second row: Riadh Albert 1G, William Wadi 2G, Thamir Salman 1A, Yusuf Hindu IF, Samir Baroudi IK.
First row: Robert Joseph IB, Majid Hamid ID, Fr. Pelletier, S.J., Varant Khachik 2B, Arsham Melconian 2E.
(Absent: Iqdam Najib 2D)
(collectMS
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SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY
Though our rocket did not hit the moon, there were many successful projects performed by the mem-
bers of this year's Scientific Academy. Projects ranged from a Drosophila farm for the study of Mendel's
law to the refurbishment ofour eight inch telescopes. Included were: crystal, valve, and transistor radios,
wave theory demonstrated by the oscilloscope, a home-made Tesla coil, a thermopile, weather observa-
tions, and photography. Interesting and informative trips were made to a cement factory and to the oil
refinery.
SCIE.XTIF1C ACADEMY FIFTH TEAR MEMBERS
Fourth row : left to right Emmanuel Hermes. Hrand Jirair. Amin Salih Treasurer 1 . Faiz Qazanji. Joseph
Said. Berj Turabian, Xamir Saigh.
Third toil : Irnad Mahawili Vice President . Fuad Faidh. Talal Munasifi Councilor
)
. Sabah Xuraddin,
Mushtaq Albert, Makram al-Shaikh. Fawzi Zairu.
Second row : Athil Alios Councilor . Xadim Zebouni, Said al-Rawi, Suhail Xaimi Councilor"! , Shant
Hovsepian, Stephan Ovanessoff.
First row : Farid Tabib. Khalil Ibrahim Vice President . Mazin Sabri President . Fr. McCarthy, S.J., Samih
Rajib Vice President'
,
Joseph Jurji, George Gogue.
SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY — FOURTH YEAR MEMBERS
Fourth row : (left to right) Adil Mahdi, Joseph Finan, Francis Roca, Kanaan Makiyya. Saad Allawi. Amjad
al-Umari, Said Abda.
Third row : Adnan Sabih, Namir Kamal, Sami Arshak, Tariq al-Ani, Daud Jabaji, Edward Faiq, Ahmad
Bajalan, Riadh al-Sabti, Edmund Paulus.
Second row : Hassan Anwar, Khalid Kamal, Dhia Sharif, Bahir A-Latif, Issa Tuma, Kamal Qassim, Faiq
Tukmachi, Thomas Azaian.
First row : Hisham al-Qassab, Clement Johnston (Councilor), Maan al-Ashaiker (Councilor), Fr. McCarthy,S. J.,
Ali Faraj (Councilor), Imad Jan (Councilor), Michael Tani.
EDITORIAL STAFF
Standing : (left to right) Muhammad A-Hamid, Asad Abbud, Berj Turabian, Emmanuel
Hermes, Khalil Ibrahim.
Seated : Faiz Qazanji, Mervin Burby, Fr. Nugent, S.J., Mazin Sabri, Talal Munasifi,
Suhail Naimi.
(Absent: Wayil Muhammad, George Gogue, Sabah Bakir).
BUSINESS STAFF
Standing : (left to right) Joseph Tuma, Nassar Wadi', Joseph Finan, Ramzi George, Mervin
Burby, Mazin Sabri, Nail Shammami, Kamal Tessy, Talal Munasifi, Jaffar Jaffar.
Seated : Adnan al-Dhahib, Stephan Ovanessoff, Sargon Warda, Fr. Travers, S.J., Nadim
Zebouni, Saad Shakir, Shant Hovsepian.
(Absent: Joseph Said).
ART STAFF
(left to right) : Ramon Nazarian, Nabil Majdalani, Jesse Roy, Zuhair Jamil,
Arsham Melconian, Abadi Abadi, Raad Bunni.
4-1nxiai9
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PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF
(left to right) : Issa Toma, Ghandi Shemdin, Riadh Habboush, Nabil al-Alusi, Daud Jabaji,
Joseph Said, Jalal Bonjukian, Husni Habboush, Vikin Hovsepian.
(Absent: Kamal Qassim, Khalid Kamal).
Fr. Robert Sullivan, s. j.
Photographer
MATHEMATICS SOCIETY
The Merry Men of the Mathematics Society prepared for
their future careers in mathematics by examining the structure
of mathematics. They discussed the algebra of sets, ordering rela-
tions and equivalence relations, transformations and compositions
of functions. Some of the merrier members dabbled in such things
as: Fermat's Last Theorem, the completion of the real number
system, de Moivre's theorem and matrix algebra. But the talk that
took the cake concerned that nice equation which contains the five
most common symbols of mathematics: e ^ i -\- 1 =0.
GLEE CLUB
In November, 1964, Fr. Paquet and Mr. Kealey decided to
ry to begin a Glee Club. The idea was proposed to the students,
tnd the response was overwhelming. Over 50 boys of Third,
"ourth, and Fifth Years applied for admission into the Club.
3y the Christmas Vacation, 40 had taken the try-out test and
vere accepted as members.
Meetings were held weekly, and the boys began to learn
ome of the fundamentals of music. The Moderators found it
ather easy to teach the boys English songs. One of the favorites
imong the boys was "Sloop John B.", a song made popular by
he Kingston Trio. We hope that, in time, the Club will learn
ongs in other languages, particularly the languages of the Middle
last.
The Moderators hope that the interest shown by the mem-
jers will continue from year to year, and that the new Glee
Zllub will soon become an important feature of Baghdad College
ife.
Art Gla ss
Everyone agrees drawing is fun, but drawing can be easy too.
The object of the art class is to show that the idea that drawing is difficult,
is purely a mental hazard. It is easy to teach yourself to draw if you teach
yourself to see. Everyone already has great skill with a pencil, whether
he knows it or not. Since childhood, we all have been taught to use a
pencil. After all, writing is a form of drawing. In the art class, therefore,
we attempted to rechannel into new areas of creativity this natural talent
we all possess. The ability that is most essential to art is the ability to use
your eyes. If you train your eyes to tell you what you really see, you will
have learned to draw. It is really almost as simple as that. A skilled hand
is no aid to unobservant eyes, whereas keen, alert eyes can make a wobbly,
untrained hand do wonders.
Mr. Michael F. Ford
LIBRARY STAFF
LIBRARY WORKERS 1964-1965
Library Staff
:
Leon Dajadian
Riadh al-Sabti
Imad Jan
Library Helpers : Daud Jabaji
Faris Shammas
Husni Habboush
Riadh Habboush
Raad Kattula
Thomas Azaian
RETREATS Fr. Mahoney, s.j.
Director of the Arabic
retreat for the students
of first and second
years.
Fr. Shea, s.j.
Director of the retreat
for the students ofthird
and fourth years.
Fr. Morgan, s.j.
Director of the closed retreat for fifth year
students.
STUDENT MASSES
Fr. Garty, s.j. Celebrates the Student Mass, facing the
congregation, using the vernacular Arabic. Fr. Banks, s.j. — Celebrates the student
Mass in the Chaldean Rite.
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SECONDARY BASKETBALL Back row : (left to right) Nassar Wadi', Vikin Hovsepian. Standing : Mr. Nist, Berj
Turabian, Yerwant Krikor, Raad al-Q_aisi, Nazar al-Mudallal, Shant Hovsepian, Joseph Said, Vahe Gharibian.
Front row : Ali al-Shawi, Melcon Kaspar.
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL Standing :
Matheos Matheosian, Jack Yusuf, Mr. Palumbo.
Abdulahad, Gabriel Bajani.
left to right ) Freddy Emmanuel, Muhannad Zakaria, Vartan Haiq,
Kneeling : Adil Shaya, Jan George, Ninos Yusuf, Faiz Faraj, Khalid
* BASKETBALL *
The 1964-65 edition of the secondary basketball team passed, dribbled, and shot its way through
a season marked by contrasts. The team complemented some energetic early season workouts with an
impressive win over the Armenian club. An opening cup victory over the Commercial School inten-
sified hopes for a good season, but these hopes were snuffed out at the hands of a powerful Jafariya
five. The perennial Christmas layoff plagued our club again this year, as they were eliminated from
cup competition by Markaziya a day after returning from the holidays. A strong nucleus for next
year's team should come from the fourth year men, Vahe Gharibian, Vikin Hovsepian, and Xazar
al-Mudallal, who all turned in fine performances this season. Also, fifth year men, Shant Hovsepian,
Berj Turabian, and Joseph Said recorded some fine all-around play in closing out their careers at
Baghdad College.
With four of last year's starters having moved up to the secondary team, this year's intermediate
basketball squad lacked size and experience. The new first team — guards Jack Yusuf and Matheos
Matheosian, forwards Ninos Yusuf and Muhannad Zakaria, and center Faiz Faraj—showed steady
improvement during several early-season practice games, and then stunned a much-bigger Na'man
School team, 40-27, in the first cup game. Using a shifting 2-1-2 zone defense and relying on the deadly
outside shooting ofJack and Ninos, Baghdad College held its own during the first half and then broke
the game open midway through the second half. In its second cup game, B.C. fell, 33-19, to a power-
ful Andalous team which went on to capture the cup.
* FOOTBALL +C
Back row : (left to right) Mr. Kealey, Jamal Yusuf, Joseph Davida, Hanna Shlaimun, Emmanuel Dinkha, Said John,
Sabah Robin, Samir Qarana, Asad Abbud, Mr. Toner.
Front row : Alfred John, LatifAbrahim, Samir Faraj, Sargon Warda, Khalil Yusuf, Edmund Michael, Thomas Azaian,
Rufail Rumanos.
With the loss of practically half of last year's team through graduation, our pre-
sent team lacked experience. As a result, Baghdad College was on the losing end of
most of its games. Our most decisive victory was at the expense of Itihad Adil Ahily,
4-0.
Sargon Warda sparkled throughout the season with his alert team play. Samir
Faraj, Captain Alfred John, Said John, and Emmanuel Dinkha provided most of
the scoring punch, along with Sargon.
Asad Abbud was consistently strong and daring in his goal keeping. Asad was
helped out on defense by Latif Ibrahim, Sabah Robin, Samir Qarana, Khalid Yusuf,
and Thomas Azaian.
Hanna Shlaimun, Jamal Yusuf, and Edmond Michael showed promise for the
future.
HANDBALL
Farid Faddu (4E) — Senior Champion
Salman Aziz
Third-Year Runner-up
Dhia al-Hariri
Third-Year Champion
Saad Gulli (5C) — Senior Runner-up
Adil Jurjis
First-Year Champion
Shawkat Halabu
First-Year Runner-up.
Jalal Halabu, Second-Year Champion,
receives his medal from Fr. Pelletier, S.J.

TRACK
MEET
FIELD
FIRST-YEAR
* BASEBALL *
ALL-STAR
BASEBALL TEAM
Standing: Sargon Warda. Walid al-Tawil.
Vahe Gharibian, Amin Salih, Nimatallah
Warrudi, Zuhair Jamil. Ahmad Bajalan.
Kneeling : Jamal Nasir, Istabruk al-Imam,
Kagham Minas, Vikin Hovsepian, Mazin
Sabri, Ghandi Shemdin.
FATHERS -12 ALL-STARS-8
MISTERS -11 ALL-STARS-6
TENNIS
Akram al-Attar
Fourth-Year Champion
Joseph Said
Fifth-Year Champion
Raad Bunni
Runner-up
- >.
Kamal Qassim
Fourth-Year Runner-up
I I
Makram Kalian Faisal al-Askari
Third-Year Champion First-Year Champion
Namir Faisal
Second-Year Champion
SCHOOL CHAMPIONS
A dp.
5 G — SENIOR BASEBALL CHAMPIONS 5B — SENIOR BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS
3C — BASEBALL CHAMPIONS 3F -- VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS
A -O BASEBALL CHAMPIONS 2D — VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS
(?
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The Case of the Woodclhtuck
BY
AHMAD BAJALAN
The case of the woodchuck was one day
opened, not in an ordinary court, but in a court
in my house. I was the judge, a woodchuck was
the prisoner, and younger brothers Azad and
Komar were the lawyers. Now let us follow the
story from the beginning.
"I will kill this dirty woodchuck."
"No, you won't. You are going to let him go."
"But he has ruined our garden," shouted
Komar at Azad.
"It doesn't matter," shouted Azad back at
Komar.
Azad stepped forward and stretched his arm
for the box-like trap to let the prisoner, the wood-
chuck, free. But Komar rushed at him and pushed
him aside before he could reach the trap. Then he
went for the dumb creature's neck, but at the
same instant Azad jumped at his legs. The next
moment they were on the rough ground fighting
in livid fury.
Seeing the development of the quarrel into
a fight, I shouted at them threateningly, "Stop it,
boys!" They ceased fighting and stood up in front
of me shamefully. Then I started talking genially
to them: "You should be ashamed of yourselves.
Brothers should not fight. They must unite. Tell
me what this fight is about, and I can probably
find a solution for it."
Azad quitely replied, "You see, dear brother,
it is like this. A few days ago some vegetables in
our garden were eaten, so we built a trap for the
criminal, to catch him if he came again. Today
we found this woodchuck," he said, as he pointed
at the woodchuck, "caught in the trap. I wanted
to let him free, but Komar would not let me."
After a while, an idea came to mind and I
immediately translated it into words. "Well,
boys, let's settle the matter in this way. We will
have a court right here. I am the judge, and you
are the lawyers. You shall plead your case for or
against the prisoner."
Komar was the first to deliver his speech,
and it was against the woodchuck. He roared
angrily, "It should be killed, for forgiving en-
courages a criminal. If we let him go, he will most
probably come back again to devour more vege-
tables. So I demand his death." Thus Komar
ended, made a quick bow, and moved aside as a
fashionable lawyer.
Then Azad, pleading for the poor animal's
life, looked up, raised his hands and exclaimed:
"God made the woodchuck. He made him to live
in the bright sunlight and the pure air. He made
him to enjoy the free fields and the green woods,
so it has a right to life for God gave it to him."
"God gave us our food and all that we have.
Shall we refuse to share a little of God's gifts with
this miserable creature, who has as much right to
God's gifts as we do."
"He is not a fierce animal, and he lives in
quiet and peace. A hole in the side of a hill, and
a little food, are all he desires. He has harmed
nothing, but a few plants which he ate to keep
alive. He has a right to life, to food, and to liberty,
and we have no right to say he shall not have them."
"Look at his soft, pleading eyes. See him
tremble with fear. He cannot speak for himself,
and this is the only way in which he can plead
for the life that is so sweet to him. Shall we be so
cruel as to kill him ? Shall we be so selfish as to take
from him the life that God gave him?"
After he had stopped for a while, I just
stared at him admiringly. Then, realizing that
I was shedding tears, I bent and mumbled im-
pressively: "Release the woodchuck, Komar."
At that moment I thought about men and
their cruelty with their brothers of humanity,
and wished that they, all, would see as clearly as
my young brother Azad.
LOOKING BACK
BY
BERJ TURABIAN
It was the opening day of school for the first
year students. I was all alone, not knowing what
to do or where to go. I had no friends and no one
to speak with, so I stood, like a statue, near the
Administration Building.
The bell rang, but I didn't know what it
meant. I saw all the boys gathering in one place
so I went and stood with them. A second bell
rang, and a Father with sheets of papers came
out of the building. I didn't know who he was,
and I still don't know; however, he started reading
the names of the boys and the classes to which
they had been assigned.
I thought that I heard my name with Class
1C, so I went and stood in line with them.
When we were all in class, the teacher started
reading the names to see if everyone was there.
He didn't read my name. I got up and told him
that my name had not been read. He asked me
what my name was and then looked at the names.
My name was not there. He told me to go to see
Father Mudir about it.
I went out of the class trembling. I was scared
to death and seeing Father Mudir was absolutely
impossible for me. Why I thought so I just don't
know. Just then I had another thought, that I
might not have been accepted in the school, but
that was impossible for I had received a letter
from the school saying that I was accepted. That
gave me some courage, but seeing Father Mudir
was still impossible.
I decided to go knocking at every door of
the first year classes. Starting with 1A, I knocked
at the door. A teacher opened it. I asked him if
my name was on the sheet. The answer was no.
He told me to go to see Father Mudir about it.
Just then a Father saw me, and asked why
I wasn't in class. I explained everything to him.
He told me to go to see Father Mudir. I told him
that I was too scared to do it, so he took me to
the office of Father Mudir and explained my story
to him. After looking at some papers, Father
Mudir told me that I was to be in Class IF.
With joy I ran to IF and went in. Half the
period was already gone, but for me the minutes
were passing like years and I thought that the,
period would never end. However, not only a day
but five years have ended, surprisingly fast, as
if they were five minutes.
THE
THRILL OF PHYSICS
IN OUR LIFE
by NADIM ZEBOUNI
The business of living takes up most of our
time. Any spare hours we have are usually spent
in trying to get away from reality. This is indeed
too bad. Reality, if "opened up" and carefully
examined, is far more exciting than any detective
story, far more gripping than any drama, far more
thrilling than any romantic movie. It is nature's
museum of wonders which nearly everyone takes
for granted. It is a glass of water, the sound of
one's voice, the odor of coffee, smoke, shade trees,
warmth of sunlight, home-made cookies and
everything else that we see, hear, feel, taste, and
smell.
Science, and particularly Physics, is the study
of matter and the behavior of matter under various
conditions. It is a pass to the greatest entertain-
ment in the world. Under the magic thrills of
Physics nothing is commonplace, for Physics opens
up matter and allows us to crawl inside and disco-
ver many wonders. In spite of this we rarely
think of these things. We use the telephone, listen
to the radio and watch television every day with-
out considering the miracle of the electromagnet.
We enjoy the movies night after night without
once thinking or caring about the amazing accu-
racy and sensitivity of the photoelectric cell and
the other instruments. Most of us neither know
not care about these things and, as a result, we
miss a great many thrilling surprises.
Now just what are we missing? What, for
example, can be thrilling about a piece of paper
or a cake of soap ? What is so wonderful about a
piece of iron and a coil of wire or an ordinary
see-saw? The answers to these and thousands
of other similar questions will be found in Physics.
A piece of paper is a collection of hundreds of
particles. Yet each particle is divided into other
similar things which cannot be seen even by a
microscope, all moving with breathtaking speed,
containing the complicated natural laws of attrac-
tion and repulsion. The same is true for all other
matter; it makes no difference what kind of matter
it is. As for the piece of iron and the coil of wire,
this combination actually runs our civilization and
may be found in every radio, TV set, telephone,
bell, motion picture machine and in various other
things. Above all, the importance of Physics to
us is that ever since man first started to think, he
has been wrestling with nature and, gradually,
tearing from her a few of her secrets.
During the centuries that have passed since
man invented the use of steam for moving engines,
scientists of all ages, and all nationalities have
built up a great and complex civilization. They
have worked hard for the benefit of mankind
and each discovery and new invention has added
that much to the vast storehouse of useful know-
ledge which guarantees modern comfort, luxury,
and progress. Great names, immortal names,
stand out conspicuously in the scientific range.
Yet credit is due to all, great and small, who have
devoted their lives to scientific work.
Yes, man has solved many of natures complex
riddles but how many remain is still unknown.
In spite of the recent marvelous discoveries in
electronics, in spite of the revolutionary ideas of
relativity, and in spite of the remarkable advances
in space travel, there are some who don't even
know by now that the simplest human acts and
what man does, sees, or hears depends on the
workings of the laws of Physics.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF
ANIMALS RISE
TO THE RANK OF MAN ?
BY
SAMIH RAJIB and IMAD MAHAWILI
When a person asks you such a strange ques-
tion you must not be too fast to answer him. Such
questions require a long look at what you know
about life. When we are to answer such questions,
we must think deeply before we give the answer.
We must look upon this subject from many angles
to determine our final response.
Let us consider the case of a monkey risen
to the rank of man.
What would happen between a man and a
monkey? Would they live together in one vicinity,
or would they live separately and fight against
each other?
Man now-a-days is in the highest rank. By
man we mean people in general, men and women.
Today there is equality between men and women
in most parts of the world. But if we go back to the
seventeenth century, we can see easily that men
were higher than women. When women began
to rise, they found some diffi-
culties from men because they
wanted to stay superior to wo-
men. But now they are equal
and nothing is going wrong.
If monkeys rise to our
rank, will we accept it or not?
Surely monkeys have to be
educated, and the first step
will be going to kindergarten
with children of our own.
Children, studying with mon-
keys, after a while, will get
used to them. Going to pri-
mary schools, monkeys may
be more clever than boys.
This may cause embarrassment
to some parents when they
learn that a monkey is more
clever than their son. After learning every-
thing a man does (speaking, writing, arguing,
etc.), suppose the monkey goes to college. He
may go to any college he likes. Let's take the
medical college. We see him with the boys and
girls taking science lectures with them. Also we
see him in the operating room, being an assistant
doctor in the operation. What would be your
feeling, you who are being operated on by a
doctor assisted by a monkey doctor, if you knew
that a monkey were to operate on you ?
Or perhaps our monkey goes to the engineer-
ing college. We see him with the boys fixing some
electrical machines, or drawing a sketch for a
house or bridge. Will you trust a plan for your
house made by a monkey engineer ?
In fact, competition will be evident between
humans and monkeys in all phases of life. There
will be a cold war between them, each trying to
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prove that he is superior to the other, and thus
two groups will be formed in the world. One of
the two groups may think that equality between
man and monkey is possible, the other group will
think just the opposite. Each group will try to
prove that its idea is better than the opposing one.
The group that asks for equality will be the one
that studied with the monkeys and lived with
them. The protesting group will be the one of
elders and parents.
Some businessmen will not permit monkeys
to work for them, so monkeys must go to the
businessmen who are on their side. Thus each
city and town will be divided in two. This may
happen where one group needs the products of
the other group's factories, and so the two groups
have to help each other and live together as best
they can. In any case, there will be plenty of
monkey business if animals rise to the rank of
man.
One last word to reassure our anxious readers:
Scientists have tried for years to teach monkeys
to talk. They have failed. Even the brightest
monkey, after several years of hard work, is able
to utter only a few strange sounds. He would not
be accepted in any first-rate kindergarten.
PAST IN THE PRESENT
BY
KANAAN MAKIYYA
Delphi, the city of wonder, mystery, and
enchantment, the hometown of Apollo and the
cradle of Greek mythology.
There I was, in the summer of 1962, lying in
the shade of an ancient olive tree and gazing into
the bare majestic temple that towered above me.
I relaxed and soon fell into a dreamy coma,
oblivious to everything except the scurrying of
clouds girdling Mount Parnassus and the scuttling
of a lizard over the warm stones.
As I gazed upon those clouds, a group of
pilgrims appeared from nowhere, plodding towards
the temple. No ruins arose to meet them, but, in
their place, the temple of three thousand years
ago, adorned in gay flowers, and happy throngs
of people. The temple itself was a picture of true
art, skill, and beauty. Cylindrical pillars, hewn
cut of the finest white marble, encircled a large
courtyard. The statue of Apollo with a lyre in his
hand and a smile on his lips was set opposite the
decorated entrance. The roadway leading up to
this entrance was paved with large irregularly
shaped stones. No trace of the ruins remained.
At the head of the pilgrims marched a man,
proudly erect, his long white robes brushing the
earth. A beautifully carved sword hung at his
side. As this quiet, solemn procession arrived at
the stone altar, set in the center of a large court-
yard inside the temple of Delphi, an ominous
silence fell upon the waiting crowds of people.
The white-robed leader of the procession, raising
his arms towards the sky, mumbled a few words,
while a struggling ram was tied to the altar. A
sword appeared in his hand as though by magic
and descended upon the helpless ram, like an
eagle upon its prey. A sharp agonized bleat echoed
through the walls, then silence. The offering had
been made. The gods were appeased.
Slowly the crowd dispersed leaving only a
few stragglers, among whom I especially noticed
an anxious woman. The ceremony was not over
yet. Those who had troubles, sickenss, or doubt
remained behind in order to--consult the oracle
for which Delphi was famous.
Foremost among them was this same woman
who approached Apollo's statue, set behind the
red altar. Her voice, pleading to the silent statue,
rang through the great hall. The exact words I
did not quite grasp, but the meaning was clear.
She had come all the way from Athens to consult
the oracle about her unborn child. A deep hoarse
voice answered her saying: "Boy no girl." The
answer was pleasing and she left quietly, a smile
of happiness spreading over her face.
Events followed others in my mind, then a
picture of the same woman reappeared. She seem-
ed discontented, unhappy. Again she went to
the oracle, this time complainingly, for she had
given birth to a girl. "Apollo, you have failed me,"
she said. No sooner had the words left her mouth
than an answer came back repeating the phrase,
"Boy no, GIRL." The oracle had prophesied cor-
rectly.
As I was mediating on the cleverness of the
prophecy, I felt a sudden sensation across the
back of my hand. I returned to the world of reality
with a start. A lizard was crawling across my hand.
I brushed him off, got up, and started to walk
away, leaving only a slight depression in the warm
sand and taking with me a memory that I would
never forget.
THE PURPOSE OFSCHOOL
BY
DHIA SHARIF
Have you ever asked yourself why we go to
school? The answer will probably be that we go
to school to learn our own language and other
languages, math, geography, geometry, science
and all other subjects. Well, that is true. We go to
school to learn these subjects. But why do we learn
these subjects and are these subjects all that we
learn in school?
We go to school to prepare ourselves for a
good future when we are old enough to work for
ourselves. Life is not always easy so we must know
how to fight troubles. School prepares us to be
good citizens, heading for success. It tells us from
the beginning the difference between right and
wrong.
We learn our native language so that we can
tell others clearly what we want, and what we
know, and that we may understand what others
tell us. We learn foreign languages in order to be
able to benefit from what foreign people have
said and written, and also to make these people
understand what we wish to communicate. This
helps the people of the world to know each other,
and to have an idea about how other people live.
Learning foreign languages helps very much in
science, for new discoveries are often written up
in magazines or books in a language not our own.
Any person can benefit from other people's work
by just reading about what they have done or
discovered.
Arithmetic seems useless sometimes, but it is
a subject intimately related to our daily life. We
can measure and count things we see around us.
We study geography to have a clear idea about
what the world looks like, and to know something
about the weather and its changes. Almost every-
thing that we study in school has some practical
value in our life. Every subject has some relation-
ship with our ordinary life, though we may not
feel or notice it. But is that the only reason that
we go to school ?
No, there is more to education than just
learning facts. We go to school above all to learn
how to learn, so that when we have left school
we can keep on learning. The education we acquire
during our life at school is only a fraction of the
real education we must get after our school days
have been completed.
After school we meet real life. A man who
really knows how to learn will always be successful,
because whenever he has to do something which
he has never done before, he will immediately
teach himself how to do it in the best way. In our
lives we have to teach ourselves more than we
did at school. The world is in constant progress.
The unknown of yesterday is being discovered
today. The unknown of today will be common
knowledge tomorrow. The uneducated person is
unable to cope with such rapid advances in learn-
ing. The purpose of school, therefore, is not just
to teach languages, arithmetic, geography, and
other subjects, but to teach people the art of learn-
ing.
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S.M. GARIBIAN&Co. W.L.L
BAGHDAD — BASRAH
AGENTS FOR :
FORGES DE LA PROVIDENCE
BELGIUM - STEEL
Ste. Ame. JOHN COCKERILL - BELGIUM. Steel Railway Sleepers.
COMPTOIR DES ACIERIES BELGES - BELGIUM. - Rails.
LA BRUGEOISE ET NIVELLES— BELGIUM. Railway Rolling Stock.
Donsk Cement Central — DENMARK
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Gevaert-Agfa — BELGIUM
Photographic Goods
Laminoirs de Longtain, S.A. — BELGIUM
Steel Window Sections
Agfa — GERMANY
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Carrers Limited — ENGLAND
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Compressor
PANCAKE
Compressor
PEEWEE
A. E. I.
MAZDA
LAMPS and TUBES
Distributors: L. & D. MANGASARIAN (W.L.L.)
3/184 RAS AL-QARIA
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For Staying Power
ATLA
LAMPS TUBES
THORN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND
Distributors
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
BAGHDAD Tel.: 83141
MIDLAND ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
HIGH
QUALITY
ELECTRICAL
PRODUCTSM. E. M.
Represented by :
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
BAGHDAD TEL.: 83141
1MPORTENT - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS
for : Electrical Installation Materials
Electric Fittings
Electric Cables
Electric Household Appliances
^
Consult
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAIV
KHASSAKI MOSQUE SQUARE — BAGHDAD, IRAQ
jI-Uj - SwU-'l «U- i^U
Telephone No. 83141 Telegraphic add. "YONAN Baghdad'
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It's a feeling reserved for travelers who choose
Pan Am.
Wherever they go—the U.S.A., Europe, Africa, the
Caribbean, Central or South America, Asia, throughout
the Pacific or 'Round the World—travelers feel better
because they're flying Pan Am. No wonder. Pan Am is
the World's Most Experienced Airline.
It goes far beyond the fact that Pan Am can be your
home away from home, where you can get travel help
in 900 offices throughout the world.
It has everything to do with your frame of mind—the
sure feeling that's yours when you know that you've
chosen to fly the very best there is : the World's Most
Experienced Airline.
Pan Am's Experience means more to them—and to
you—than all that we or anyone else can offer you on
a Jet trip.
It means more than the convenience of hundreds of
Pan Am flights linking major cities of the world, more than
cuisine by Maxim's of Paris and matchless cabin service.
It goes much deeper than the fact that Pan Am's flight
and maintenance crews are trained to the highest govern-
mental standards in the world.
YOU'RE BETTER OFF WITH PAN AM-
WORLD'S MOST EXPERIENCED AIRLINE
FIRST ON THE ATLANTIC. FIRST ON THE PACIFIC. FIRST IN LATIN AMERICA. FIRST 'ROUND THE WORLD.
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LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT S. A.
ESTABLISHED 1930
TRANSPORTERS, SHIPPING AGENTS,
FORWARDERS, PACKERS, CUSTOMS BROKERS
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
© GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ, SYRIA and LEBANON
© SHIPPING CORRESPONDENTS :
© APPOINTED SURVEYORS :
Concordia Line,
Norway.
Compagnie Maritime Beige,
Belgium
Mitsui Line,
Japan.
Schenker and Co., G. M. B. H.,
Germany.
The American Express Co. Ltd.,
New York.
German underwriters
Marine Insurance Companies.
Direct Regular Sailings between U. S.
Atlantic Ports and Arab Gulf Ports.
* Direct Regular Sailings between North
European and Arab Gulf Ports.
* Direct Regular Sailings between Japan and
other Far East Ports and Arab Gulf Ports
Express Freight Service Germany/Iraq.
World Wide Shipping Service.
Survey Reports issued for goods insured
with German Insurance Companies.
Head office : BEIRUT.
Also offices at : DAMASCUS, ALEPPO, TRIPOLI, BAGHDAD, BASRAH, MOSUL,
KHANAQIN, TEHERAN, TABRIZ, KHORRAMSHAHR, KERMANSHAH,
AHWAZ, BANDAR-SHAHPOUR, ARAK.
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
POWER UNITS
Surface Cooled
Slip Ring Motor
I to 100 H. P.
HALATAH BROTHERS EuqiNEERiNq (Lid.)
(ESTAbliSrIEd JN busJNESS SJNCE 1956)
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
IMPORTERS — EXPORTERS
BAGHDAD Tel. 84781
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WHETHER YOU TRAVEL FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
ORIENTOURS
Cables : "ORIENTOURS" — Branches
WILL SOLVE ALL YOUR TRAVEL DIFFICULTIES
Travel - Tours - International - Transport - Shipping - Forwarding -
Foreign Exchange - Customs Clearance - Air Freight
Head Office
445/1 Rashid Street, Baghdad - IRAQ,-- Phones Nos. 6251 -84253 -87751
I ATHENS - KIRKUK
! BASRAH - MOSUL
Agents & Correspondents : THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The Orient Travel Corporation -"ORIENTOURS"
Members of the International Air Transport Association (I.A.T.A.)
Members of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.S.T.A.)
Members of the International Federation of Travel Agencies (F.I.A.V.)
Members of the WORLD ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (W.A.T.A.)
Members of the ARAB ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.A.T.A.)
GENERAL AGENTS FOR:
The United States Lines - Trans World Airlines - The Adriatica Lines
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AGFA OPTIMA REFLEX 24x36
AGFA MAGNETONBAND PE 65
AGFA MOVEX AUTOMATIC
AGFA COLOR CT18
AGFA ISOPAN FILM
CRESCENT PHOTO STORES
A.ABB0SH&C0.
354/1 RASHID STREET BAGHDAD
CAMERAS OF WORLD
RENOWN
FILMS
PAPERS
CHEMICAL
All Photographic
Requirements
Shot Guns and
Ammunition
AVAILABLE AT ALL PHOTO DEALERS
AGFA SILETTE I 24x36
>* u fr3*^
AGFA SELECTA 24x36
AGFA MOVECTOR G
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RAFIDAIN DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
(With Limited Liability)
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR
Associated Electrical Industries Ltd. Electric Motors, Switchgear.
Blackstone & Co. Ltd. Industrial & Marine Diesel Engines,
Generating Sets.
Blaw Knox Ltd. Contractors' Plant & Equipment.
Bricovmo Ltd. Pistons & Rings, Cylinder Liners.
British Crane & Excavator Corporation Ltd. Neal Mobile
Cranes, Neal-Unit Excavators.
Coventry Climax Engines Ltd. Fork Lift Trucks, Fire Pumps.
F. L. Douglas (Equipment) Ltd. Dump Trucks, Tugmasters,
Special Vehicles.
Howard Rotavators Ltd. Rotary Hoes.
John Fowler & Co. (Leeds) Ltd. Diesel Crawler Tractors.
Jaguar Cars Ltd. Jaguar Cars.
R. A. Lister & Co. Ltd. Diesel & Petrol Engines, Generating
Sets, Pumps, Auto-Trucks.
Massey-Ferguson (Export) Ltd. Agricultural & Industrial Tractors,
Combines.
Marshall Sons & Co. Ltd. Diesel Road Rollers, Track Mar-
shall Tractors.
Frederick Parker Ltd. Crushing & Asphalt Plants, Concrete
Mixers, Loaders.
Petbow Ltd. Diesel Generating Plant, Welding Plant.
Pritchet & Gold and E.P.S.Co.. Ltd. Dagenite Batteries.
The Pyrene Co. Ltd. All Types of Fire Fighting Equipment.
Rolls-Royce Ltd. Industrial, marine & rail Diesel Engines.
Rolls-Royce Ltd. Rolls-Royce & Bentley Cars.
Sellers & Co. (Huddersfield) Ltd. Textile Finishing Machinery.
F. Taylor & Sons (Manchester) Ltd. "Jumbo" Diesel Hydraulic
Cranes.
F. E. Weatherill Ltd. Hydraulic Tractor Loaders.
Worthington-Simpson Ltd. All types of Pumps, Cooling Towers.
Branches: Mosul MUASKAR AL RASHID RD. Tel. 99091/2/3
Kirkuk, Basrah BAGHDAD P.O. Box 2003
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AIR CONDITIONING IS MORE THAN just air conditioning
WHEN IT IS EQUIPPED WITH B^^BWJl EQUIPMENT. IT IS A LUXURY AND
DEPENDABILITY AS WELL
Copperad Heating
FAN CONVECTOHS
f ''! I -i [ I
WALLSTRIP
CONVECTORS
CORINTHIAN RADIATORS
i$\
FAN COOLERS
--»*
YEAR-ROUND
COMFORT
IN
CENTRAL
HEATING
CENTRAL
COOLING
VENTILATION
AIR
CLEANING
AIR
HUMIDIFYING
Copperad Air Conditioning
AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
Space saving Integrated packaged
units. Capacities 2,200, 4,400, 6,600
and 8,800 cfm.
CENTRIFUGAL FANS
Types SCF, SCB, SPB and SRT.
Capacities up to 150,000 ctm.
SPINNING DfSC HUMIDIFIER
Four sizes—incorpoiatlng 1, 2, 3 or 4
units- Capacities 2,200, 4.400, S.600
and 8,900 cfm.
SPRAY WASHERS
Types Single Bank—sat iFatio-n effi-
ciency—70% Double Bank—satura-
tion efficiency—85%
u
ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANERS
Cleans down to 0.001 microns.
Sties from 1 ceil—1,150 cfm. to 6(
.cells— 1.06,600 c(m.
CAPILLARY AIR WASHER'
Sizes from 1 cell—1,100 cfm, to 12
cells—132,000 cfm.
Agent for Iraq DAOUD RASSAM, P. O. Box 2141, Baghdad
Phones 881 1 1, 91621
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TMOMA!
PRINTING PR
58/177, Ras aI Oarja BAGHDAD
TElEphoNE : 80787 blES : SaItom - BAqhcUd
You can believe us if you try us once.
PROMPT DELIVERY CLEAN PRINTING MODERATE PRICES
Our Motto is P.R.E.S.S.
Promptness
Regularity
Efficiency
Satisfaction
Service
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MM
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS AND
MANUFA CTURERS REPRESENTA TIVES
S1SEK ST., BAGHDAD - IRAQ
CABLE ADDRESS :
"KAWKAB"
MANAGEMENT 83088
STORES 81752
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
ENGLAND
"BRISTOL" Pneumatic
Tools of BRISTOL.
"COLCHESTER" Lathes
of COLCHESTER.
'
'NEWMAN ' ' Industries
of BRISTOL
— Electric Motors.
"DOUGLAS ELLISON"
of LONDON-Pumping
Sets.
"EPCO" Ltd., of LEEDS
— Hydraulic Jacks.
"BRITISH HOIST &
CRANE"of BERKSHIRE
"READ & CAMPBELL"
of SUSSEX — Fire
Extinguishers.
"F. O' BRIAN" of Crown
Engineering Works. —
Concrete Mixers.
U. S. A.
"HOBART" of OHIO-
Arc Welders and Electrodes
"ROCKWELL INTER-
NATIONAL" ofDELTA
-
Woodworking Machinery.
"AMERICAN CHAIN &
CABLE TOOLS"— Acco
Presses.
"NEW BRITAIN"
Machine Co. — Hand
Tools.
"THE HEIL CO."
"THE BEAR CO." —
Safety Wheel Alignment
Testers.
GERMANY
& EUROPE
"ALUP" — Air Com-
pressors.
"MUHR & BENDER.
(MUBEA) " — Plate
Shearing and Cutting
Machines.
"SEEST" OF DEN-
MARK. — Precision Ma-
chine Tools.
"GEBR. STORK & CO."
(Holland).
C. JOHN HALKIAS
SAADUN STREET
BAGHDAD, IRAQ, - TEL. 81459
ZEN ITH — TV, Radio, Hearing aid
LEONARD — Refrigerators, Air Conditioners,
Freezers, Washing Machines
TANDBERG — Tape Recorders
MAGIC CHEF — Gas Ranges
FASCO — Fans
ARCTIC CIRCLE — Air Coolers
ARMS & AMMUNITIONS
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ORTHOMAT
Fully Automatic Microscope
Camera for research and
routine laboratory work.
for those
who want
the best!
FACOMAT IC
PRADOVIT
SLIDE PROJECTOR
Since the days when it pioneered
miniature photography,
LEICA has been regarded by experienced
photographers as the ultimate goal
— the key to better pictures.
This is not only because the LEICA
is a master-piece of precision,
but because it has exclusive features
which have been designed and built for
fast, accurate, and versatile work.
People everywhere recognize this
— a fact proven by the evidence
that most LEICA cameras
are purchased upon the recommendation
of Leica owners.
Ask anyone who owns a LEICA
Our technical staff is at your service
to recommend the most suitable LEITZ
— microscopes and other optical
equipment for the type of work you intend to do.
SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
LEON KOUYOUMDJIAN
FIXIT, SAADOON ST., ALWIYA, BAGHDAD
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Ten Key Adding Machine
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THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY (IRAQ)
AL-KHULLANI SQUARE — JUMHURIA STREET — BAGHDAD
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For all your photographic problems or requirements contact
PHOTO VICKY
The only Photo Centre which gives you full satisfaction on Automatic Machines.
Specialists for COLOR Photography
Processors of Anscochrome Films
Ektachrome »
Agfacolor »
Movie Films 8 & 16 mm.
Prints Color From Negative & Positive Films
Copying Slides Color & B. & W.
Sole Agents for :
P E R U T Z West Germany
A N S C O U. S. A.
„,•,„„._„. , , Rashid Street 441T E L L K O Switzerland
Tel. 4595
BAGHDAD
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Co.,
1
W.LLILLERY & Products
(Successor to J. D. MESSAYEH DISTILLERY)
No. IA/A Abu Nawass St., Baghdad (Iraq)
Telegraphic /
«GARESCO»
\d dress :
Baghdad
Tel(jphone :
Office
Factory
81569
92304
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J.P. BAHOSHY & CO. W. L. L.
BAHOSHY BUILDING, SINAK
South Gate, Baghdad. Telephone No. 81610
REPRESE
W. S. Barron & Son Ltd., Gloucester
R. Hudson Ltd. Leeds
S. A.M. I.C. Malines
Myford Engineering Co. Ltd. Beeston Nttghm.
Mulcott Beling Co. Bradford
Oster Manufacturing Co. Cleveland Ohio
Norton Grinding Wheel Co. Ltd.
Welwyn Garden City
E. Pass & Co. Ltd. London
Rheinstahl - Gelsenkirchen A. G.
V. A. G. Mannheim
Morrison Marshall Ltd. LONDON
Brades Nash Tyzack (sales) Ltd., Birmingham
Edgar Allen, Co. Ltd., Sheffield
The British Tap & Die Co. Ltd.
The International Twist Drill Co. Ltd.
Ateliers Beiges Reunis Portable
NTING
Flour Millstones
Light Railways Material & Wagons
Brick Making Machinery
Precision Lathes & Craftsmen Carpenter Mchy.
Machine Belting
Pipe screwing Machinery & screwing Tackle
Abrasives & Grinding Wheels
Hydraulic Thrust Boring Machine & Accessories
Cast Iron Pipes & Specials
Valves Hydrant etc.
Mitchell lathes and Machine Tools
Hardware and Assorted Hand Tools
Lathe Bits and Twist Drills
Stocks & Dies
High Speed Twist Drills
Steel Pipes & Specials Electric Hand Tools
MYFORD LATHES
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\ SAADOUN STREET. TEL 882 7 1 -886 3 4
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LUXACOPY
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-Act
Available in all steel anJ
in 20 Microns gold coating
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SWISS WATCH Co. Ltd.
RASHID STREET
Semiramis Hotel Bldg.
BAGHDAD
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KELVINATOR
REFRIGERATORS
1st
•'J? '
MORE DEPENDABLE
ECONOMIC TO OPERATE
TROUBLE -FREE
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
SERVICE GUARANTEED
AMPLE PARTS STOCKED
IRAQ, DISTRIBUTORS
IBRAHIM J. SAAD & FILS
TEL. : 8 9 7 8 1-4
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FARID OBEID & CO. W.L.L.
Importers and Manufacturers' Representatives
Suppliers to Government Departments,
Factories and Public Organizations
of the following :
Heavy and Fine Chemicals
Water Treatment Chemicals
Chlorine and Ammonia
Agricultural Chemicals
Insecticides and Refrigerants
Laboratory Equipments
Paints and Dyestuffs
Plastics and Compounds
Tanning Materials
Solvents and Additives
Hardwares & Non-Ferrous Metals
etc... etc... etc...
The Company also holds, locally, a Big
Variety of Laboratory Equipments and Ins-
truments suitable for Colleges, Laboratories
and Pharmacies at Reasonable Prices.
Please call on, write to, or telephone :
FARID OBEID & CO.
W.L.L.
Al-Bassam Building, Sadoun St., Baghdad
Tel.: Main Offices: 80604, Showroom: 88643
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You can choose from IS types of aircraft flying with 20 worldwide airlines
THE BOM1/CQ®
TRIUMPHANTLY SWIFT, SILENT, SERENE
Three flights weekly from Baghdad to London, Beirut, Bahrain,
and Bombay.
For more details of BOAC services from Iraq, see your Travel Agent or BOAC
BAGHDAD : Tel. 86446 - BASRA : Tel. 7286 - KIRKUK : Tel. 2805
BRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORPORATION
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YOUR SPORTS RESULTS WILL MATCH WITH YOUR
EFFORTS WHEN WEARING THESE
JUMBO GYM SHOES
Made from superior Duck
by craftsmen under expert guidance
and supervision in White,
Brown or Grey colour.
Enjoy the fit and the support
they give.
Sizes :
9-11 250 fils
12-1 270 fils
2-5 300 fils
6-11 350 fils
Serves you well
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HANNA SHAIKH
RIVER TRANSPORT Co.
BASRAH IRAQ.
Registered Company for River Transport
Freight booked on through bills of Lading for
Through (Overside), Transferred, and Local Cargoes
Special Quotations offered for large shipments
Sea-going transportation in the Arab Gulf between
Basra, Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
Owners of Machine Bricks
Factories and Suppliers
Owners of large farms and real Estate
Head Office: BASRA Branches: AMARAH, Baghdad
Bankers: British Bank of the Middle Eas\ Eastern Bank,
Credit Bank, Arab Bank and Rafidain Bank
Cables: "Al-Shaikh" Basrah, Amarah and Baghdad
Code: Bently's
GULF AGENCY GO. (BASRAH) W.L.L.
BAGHDAD & BASRAH
ESTABLISHED IN 1956
Baghdad — Rashid Street, Telephone, 82880
Basrah — Hurriyah Street, Telephone, 3114, 3115, 3511, 4809
Post Office Box 5 — Telegraphic Address, Confidence, Basrah.
The Company handles the Agencies of Ships plying between the Iraqi Republic and the Ports of the
Arab Gulf, U.S.A., Norway, Sweden, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, Holland, Italy, Japan,
India, Pakistan and Ceylon, being Agents for four regular lines with modern and fast vessels ope-
rated by Messrs. Wilh. Wilhelmsen of Oslo, Norway, The Swedish East Asia Co., Gothenburg,
Sweden, Messrs. Nppon Yusen Kaisha of Tokyo, Japan and Messrs. Sir Lanka Shipping Co., of
Colombo, Ceylon.
The Company handles reservations of seats on all airlines operating through the Iraqi Republic
and also arranges passages on passenger vessels as well as making hotel reservations abroad.
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£ LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
(ONEr 4f
''$1
tmmu 6H
BAGHDAD"
BEIRUT
M/DDIE IhU MRUHtS
FOR INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS:
BAGHDAD: Middle East Airlines - Saadoun St. Tel: 89775 (4 lines)
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FAMOUS
SWEDISH
PRODUCTS
FOR CONTRACTORS
PUBLIC WORKS
INDUSTRIES
AGRICULTURE
TRACTORS
GRADERS
LOADERS
COMPRESSORS
GENERATING SETS
COMBINE HARVESTERS
SEEDERS
HARVESTING MACHINES
MOWERS
TRENCH DIGGING MACHINES
DIESEL ENGINES
AB BOLINDER-MUNKTELL
MEMBER OF VOLVO GROUP
Distributors in Iraq:
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT CO. W.L.L.
BAGHDAD - TEL. 93013, 93014
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You enjoy all the goodness of a gallon
of whole milk in every pound of
KRAFT CHEESE
AUSTRALIA'S FINEST PROCESSED CHEESE
Kraft Cheese is made under the most hygienic conditions from creamy, dairy-fresh milk. It takes
one gallon of whole milk to make every pound of Kraft Cheese — that is why it is the ideal food
for health, strength and energy.
2oz. blue can -
just for you
4oz. blue can —
for regular use
AUs
TRALIftN PRSCESSEDTHEdS^
KRAFT
^ »0£NET 340 GM. We**"
1
!2oz. blue can — for the whole family
Kraft Cheese can be used in so many different and exciting
ways — sandwiches, salads, grilling and cooking. You can
always rely on Kraft quality, so insist on Kraft Cheese —
obtainable everywhere in the familiar blue can.
From Scotland every ptecious drop .
BLACK&WHITE
SCOTCH WHISKY
"BUCHANAN'S"
JAMES BUCHANAN & CO LTD
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND AND LONDON
r-:>L\* lv[
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Sole Agents
:
IRAQ DEVELOPMENTS (W.L.L.)
RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
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AFRICAN IRAQI TRADING Co.
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M. A KASHI & BROTHER
PERSIAN CARPETS & ORIENTAL
WORKS OF ART
TELEPHONE 83984
MAIN OFFICE
BATTAWEEN
VICTORY SQUARE
SA'ADOUN STREET
BAGHDAD . IRAQ
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jj^-ill^ SLA- 1 <1~*>)j ^-^ J jlj" ^1 jjil bli ? jujJI
\* aJIJI aJJJI J (_gU A; i*» fli^l jlk^i I ^15 (J
jl ? ^LJ-I *_*;>l II 9 ^bJI IjLa, JT J f^y-
,
Ivijl**4 ,V **'_/'' ij* ^J -1 _/*~ul -i>-u Jl ciy?-jw
jyalS) i>-li SjjJ.^.1 <C^LS\! A'l Jl ? jjUiJUtJl (J^U-li
^^ji! pjLi'lj SLs-l Oa*I [$Lc>- u.JI L^l^il ^«
Ojll JJ (I*jUj Jl 9 jUt^j'^l J.I (1*4*1; Jl ? ^^>;
? (J iil^s- N fJUJU ts*;ri' ^ U 4^ ^kJI
<"_xi.ij.ja) . I jL^.->^ jaO \/»
l
\& (,*»" L 0*4J J.jj)
-^j_j ^AjJI -A) IjA x.y . IJIp ^.toilsy ^jlx^-^l /jX
\5\lj a*»jc!I (jL-s- »U ^>-l J,l i^Xa>-*% jl [Jp tSj^-^
.
IJ.A (jUp ^i SLA- 1 oijfc \p (jL*^ *Jl jj-v^^j ^/
iiTli jjlcv- -lax! I Jj^AM ijj&>- J ilL^i
(
_
r
«x*JL
W^j!^" JL^-I \* 7- j.0S*» 1 LJI uLlj LI;Up jJJI
jjSsX^u C ,ji«j jl ii)l jf-J." i K-.J*-* cjl-^l (V* U'^i}
jy^ll ?-jli; jla;ij A^.9j^a
_^ajN|^ t (^j^- A^a>-1-^ j^*JI
.
Al« yj^ J lijjl ulUp ^j -i«J
(j^i J.I! L* Uu5j c ^4.^1 -l* ($"*' a* i_JL~>- jl
jp jig's jl jasi ^:J c jl/yi CjUj J Jul I (JljJI
C-.-^" ^vl^ 4i) I ^ Jl ^>-jU aJIUI jVjj^Lilk>-
W" vi^ JS' J^ 1 ol JjL^Uj (^i^ j^ £j\t *zr-j
^pb *>ls tjlai^l^ Aill 4^,1 ^^ I JL-lj t \ j?~p jli
ajj:!I j Iks J.Jli Xki (jlppi;
-^ ^jJ^- Nj ij^^y.]
ft
"
lijlil ObjJl>M OUai-Vl SU-I ^ J, i Uj t (j^jllj
v I J.S' sjiw Lk-Ij ^cill (jj ^1 ^Vl^ c S LA- 1 U-Uj
a) .xjuj c A^>.»J li aU»P 1p i^~jj
.jj4xll <C\j i v^v **' ' ' J"
AjI c Ji
J.5
jA -Jt!
- A -li;i
oil
e-l^lj C i_Jjy«ll (Jl Li ..-.oJjl^ C «-L»a C-SJll jlS
A«Jil A«.lp .«5s«^;s j.».j-vJ vl~>xllj C Pj-iv e-^J-4 Ao O
^Jall ilij jlS^ ' Ai^j>- £j\ji J,l 41jm:s 4^jhJl1I _*«-iJl
jLp a^ l(- (jlp liT LjlvJtJ t tj^j^l li-j j t JjUA-l
.
Lj^liil ^S"
«-yl ip 4lkil jI^P J Lll> c.iS'cJJI dU i (J
^— ^
"ft ft
SyiUll *L?-NI (»Ji»l (>« jwu ^illj Lj-v- j ^jLi Ja-Ulj
vl^«.^aj ^-ail_p c aL<:^ jLII CJlS' . jUjo
^J jl£~Jlj
icU- i__i.A^I \» Sji.jw3 A^f CJl$3 ' >r^ill J.5iil ij
jjL Akwai 1. 4jj! yfcJ.ll J I*- 1 (_J ill J,UI ^jSsil l_Jl^
t 4l^2j ^iA-l Ajjll CX Nj o-l aJ Oyti Mj A
r
l$'i_j^i V
ilSji < jo^vJl Lj-Ip- O^iUli SjJ.jc^ jyl a« -l2;^
_?4*
^Jo (^JL; yf i_^ctl *k5 C-Jir . Ijj a^Ij UjlrT
*y a^-Ij o L ^&j c jljull ^_^i J/.J »j^ill Ia^..^«
,L!I JL.;xJ Ul LI
.
. i«.lxjLTjJl>- i^J|;l t jUl i_3^l C-IXS Ul . 4* Ov; j«fi
t_^lA^I \.« «ki; I ^>UUI 1p ^^1 iJL'Sj . A^ill
.iLftN SJ.i;« Ik;! L^TL?- ^ dil-i; MjLi aaL^o Lj^Ls
ftjJlAj ftJao AiUll j£ (Jfl-s-jJ ("Mlall JiLs CJIS'LLj
/J (J1-.0 . \Ss«,^j Sjl?- li ^r*^? L ^-lax^^ Li <_A.u!
CJlT Jll k_-iJ^1 ^ks ^ JlJ L >T ^Ip JT Ji/
ijk>\>- "aj
^J k-Jr" JA-o-k^ (ifJ 4aI_Xj I^xIuj a la -ill
- 'ft .ft
(_gjl>ssl OLi C-*i^j t (gls Cir"l> ' ig'L; OU>-l
Lil>- La 9 J&\ \xi[+ I ill
. ,
. 1^,1?- Ip ^JSjijll^ L^isLl
Jj^. LaJI^>- Jj SLA- 1 fOjJ / c ^il^ i_-«:!l J>-l j^
jl V A««Jal! &,* a-Ul . UjlJ Ip *liJJ (j^^:) -kp
j^Uf 1 SLA- 1 eJ-A r-j/. J L^;va9 J3I Jl^kJl Ol«^JI
LpjS J^j (III SLA-I eJA j ftLSJl i_j>-l UU 1. L^ Lc^
Cf f)
S JP 1> L ^^J a~"^ J 1 LSJlj2X.J L*
JjLlI ^_jla)l ^ JjUI J^k) li" c£-i/kj (_$JJ AljLi
^^.p jl^i?-*yij L«x~J 43 c aJJ.pLv^ \p *ij!j ^11
.
SLJ-I A^.*J J> C-ao (jJ '^!' (V* •• (j- ^' (V*
^^i! iJL.u»U- La i.
<
£j£' rj* *.^L!l J.i*!l J IJJUj
^4 ^^yi (^U- pL-^ (J MiJ^Li C-.^S J.iJ V U L-^jj
^^ - ^-
.& & ft
c L^J Lj (^>jVl x^> ijlS'
(
_/->-Lj SjL aJp i_iiji t \^jll
C-Ill *i~j&~~a J.«p (_jli _«?-li i^>-l SjL L«^>jl ^>-jlzj j
(j j^.J> jir aiJ . ^.S}^!! Ua ^k>- J jlasVI 4jr
'o\l^CXl*&r
^Js- aUUll iu^-JLI 5Jjj*»11j jjjtljlj dAI OjSsj i»ilj
dH>'U;j dJUIp-L di^y. jl ,j£c J? 1; j ^[j Jjt
JU1I tUI «^ J dJL-L>- *^;Ijj t dl*^.^
(^ I ,jijL«i ol JlSv^l Ja : ^-i cJU
jlSw
,
-j> 4jl
, ,P.\j a 4^X5- ftLjl <Ljl \P I i,i
aU
.j j <U*x> *Uj UA A .i,jl^>
J
- *-» - ^-1^1
.
i)L i_jij2L Ip ^_r ~„aJI JlSj
iSlijTj t iJUbJI oljuiil diij' J^> ^jaI ^^ aij
(_^*>iyi oUwjj J>-ladl jjSCJl^ - ill v_jiiaJ JU>-
plj.!l U
:
I j£- Vlj.- (C- ^ Jl**' ijip iJji^-.< l$wl
.
sU-l oJLa L£ jl Jl U«pJb ^ JJI
j*p ^-^^ ^p ^S" liU* L^ LiLi ^Js^Lvi;! i_jjvy
. Jjl~J ip ll^>- a-Ui;pl Lr J Cj-jI ljZt»l i
jl jA 3LJ-I eUA L?-l jl Jl (JjpUj (_$ill ^jlJI jl
^i^* u,*^ s^ ^y^ ^J^- <^~^" *^.l a* Jij^^
aJA AS jl (. qaa \)aJjjA J^*£- Ol«*^P di)i *\f? /y*
..jjUJl ,*j .. OjIjcJI jJ^ aU>-^ i«ix; .&>j£i Oli*>UJI
.
Mis UUUl;
_^
IjS h^S~ j^bdl t jj^Nl **
di'L^ J*)*^- j^y Jj^." J3I isJVl dill ja JjU^I
LJIp ^jU!I l^-l dJU l JJj^-Vl *^ Ij-^il JJI (Jl;^)j
^i.iLy AJ^li^ jl aSvC dJJ Jj-U^iS' U I^a>c-i i>c; L>
SjiJjj ftljkj'yi *y c eil/l Jls-t d-LU^i «^l J A^Liilj
*^:il dili _jA <upl j_$i!l «^>.:sil jlj «*^il Jl iJUl
, JLiJl^ »Iju!I J* V jjl^il? ij^Vl Ol»!>Ul ^ /Ull
A^-^a^t-^ j^L-jIj 'y* Oab\J L^! U^Ul ^A ^^ f U^J
d-U^*i (j!l i~sM ^«j jjladl jl Jj»l tjyi-] ijflj
. jjU; iJU jlT "ll v^l J^Lj NjJj t ji>^ C
Sljiil
! t5^% ^fj Jdy^ le*-*1 ^iJ^" ^ ^k
jjill j* Cpj>J dJl»L« J jlJUI IJLa as U? I^pI jjJ.SU-1
^-rljh • ^i? Ua^ O-flili ^Ul «-Lo i]j.».*]sl^ ^_jyJ!
eSv <l~j\j uji tyc&jt- ! ! oIj.a Uj «,,» Oaiv3 U i!L«l
dK^ c dU:r jip jam 5ui>- i^u ji-j, di^T
! ! *lk*]l Jit
*Tlj
.
pjjl ^1 CJU L> L.NT J>l 5JU-.5 I
CJU Ijl^l Jii^lj dJU; jjjJLl cJU LiL^-j L'lop
*^ ^f J-**: 0" j^ ^~ ; ^ 'g^ J^; ^^ s
"
.
I a
;
I ^.au; V jS^ij j^<7 \kf3 jj£j lT iUo L, ^T
».X^J ^,.i*>l) Uj CJU . I UjI yJUJ V
.Jl iJUaJI, <«*>U1^ ^Allj J-
1
^ ^1 iUo I — dJL«j
-.1511
.
is>- djji jr j jir u jju vutA^^
... f-\d>-j <-~b ij* .. y^i jf- iy> *d-L>- (J*^^"
! ! X-i\Z> Jm JL?-J ... AjJiU ^4j .. s-Lp 44jIj
~J
;!>o£
jy. jLi
^j^- ^j (j^* ^ 3V. ^ — ^- ; !* fafj" t/yyj
-£!,Jl
.
dkJap J cJj U
JLJ
..
L^jljl i^jy Ijo^ .. \e-z\j UiU L'L>-I illy
y>a; Uilp I'yl; illy t'L'-y .. lo">l; ^J-
.
.
Litb^-
. ( ! ! Wj j
..
AjLjV
..
«_Ja]l JliJI lii LsfiJl (3^4) dJjl (C-^ J*JJJ
. J^UJI JLp 51^1^11 ^IJ ^IjTI OiSj^" i±JJl 0^^
d.L^- J dli »_.=^J Jllj IJL» . . k-waJ-^ _^i^l aJL>-j
.. ! A»LXI lJ^>- J5" XPj <Ui£ J^ ,_Ak)Cva IS' XP
ip s^j U IxJ A^n.v-lSol dJU-i^jj syjil dijl~vaP
.
ii}i\Ji^> Xp IajX^ SiU^< ISj d.A^i'Li
La
.
j^^il Lf*^>- ^ dlJ>j * LI tLJl <j& iU-i
jl L>-l •» \^j>y£-
,jf l^xi-ii ^jjUtXj LJ <iul iiL
yj^l jA L (Jjyu jl U-l A^J 44yJ.I J|>- SL4-I ^3,3^,'
.. ! ! pLviJl^ jlJJLaMj Ojll ja Lj «-lk»Jlj
Li^jj VIaWI LjA iixpj (^JJI <_jjU^ ^-jj; dial)
Lu, d-L^ij . ... U ij?-l C^i>l iljypl Jj . IjLT
i«U!l ^"iL-Nl JUil a^Ip-j Jjh ilOw cJUs> a5j
J yusJij Jul i aaJ^i ^jxaj" u*>\>- j cjISj jjy sup
Jip t-jl^U! £~*j* jl dJL" JV 1 ^ JUil *Ul
j/yi uuii ^>i c_jp *~yi i.^J-i oiil- iij
L~S lilj
.
SjvJ 4)^S <U£J .ilj.*; CjIT \^Y* 4i*u
LS>1 m« fc- IjJLp CJlT JJI SJU-li S^U-I ipi*.
iw^lll 4*jj*yi jsjJUII J*^ J <c*L ^JJI *aiJi <_£-u
S^bjJ iJjJLil i^i-l lS-U r^'\ Oal J.^' j^j
. ;>L&:S^ o\j*j&\j .Ull Jjl^ J ^ Nj
jl jaS aJI xila^jj ap-/' t5-Ui jl-Aii LiX-w« Ul
(J Wv^1 Vl**"J [g^- lAjL*Jjlj L^UjSj ^J -*; -J jaX~J
j cjjj l*!l -til ,Jjl <uJi*!l 4^vsWl (J^s-I S^o jJ.*jj
j^jLI ja j£)\ eJko dJJi jl . *U-j^l yU J
jsl JL^-Vl a!*s Uj t Lai~*<J! ejj-^ ,<alll Jp^J • ^-^j!1j
.
juSfl
(3ci>Bxi iLisT JU-JI ,^j i jli>-Nl <up j^caj \J
.
4^-Jjl eJlj-- aU.jfcj Jl^l jyr^j sl^l
I ^Jp ij\jjj iy>) \Jss-j . <u>o Js6^ J^ L»JaPj
,-L'l<L> .xjl ajUi>i;lJ I '5\/i OJ.Pj JUil ^jliiSl J2JW \.
jj^lll^ Uj-iJI JjjA J.£f- ^ iCA -^l Liy^P k J
(J l^lx-i jUp jl lp (J,&XJ <y ~ j:-
c <u~J (j^j*>\^ <J*>l7j /^.Ja,.u jju
'"jLn jli LaJ^- jLI
UjLaojl
-^ iLj . vijjl <iJdi J, I iv-jJL J>wJ> jJ.p yj
c
t
-J^j U : JLp-VI ~Lp \j
,,-oJi Jl-" *sLiJl »UMl jl
CjI; U
(
k«jjj U : J Us . N : JUs . aljju c~L>-^
i-jbjl Lj- jl : OUiall a^u L^ Jlsj . ^Ul Vj LJoJl
ULrj tp_ji JT J ^all ^[^\j ; js JT J oL;Ull
i_JlSsll (Jjjj ,vl Lj-s Jl5j j*iljl SwL^/j Lull »l &>&*>
43&
\ J5 l*y jlJAJ [Ail OyU
I 4*^L> L'J.!lj jluij oL
(
-js
tj,\ j-X^-li L-^ssvs li Jk7.j A-uiij -t- j>*.h aJ.iJj>- 'U.v'Ip-
a!>o ju eLdl ^- Ip jiSs; {J\~A fill yV^I U
;
iii^ a!>o kjJlT
-
j-kP dbjl>- liks c
_JX;jloj Jw^jll j* a.Uo J d.Lj"lj" aJJ.1 jl jT c ti.Jb:L Jkl
-^ J <!^\ ^'.j oU-l^- ^ UajI ojJ.1 dl'./j . olJkJLJI
a-^Jj ia^-^/a CJIj C 4w»-0 (_| J2.v»>ljj a_,aJI aj-vy
.
Aot-[j j>t,Jlj j-Ol A^ i J j$J Lscly J2^\jj ASaSJIa
»j» jL:>-Ij ^1« aJUjjJ^ plx^aJI iLiJlj l3I_jUNI k_Jl$Tj
ftLUI Ll^J aL-JuAIj as,*!.^ aJLV[j .Ul»
J-**^ l£j^ <Y°
(•rii jr* ^^5 ^^rf* ^° *~t ^-^ <J !^r*^ 5i)Jkll
.j>5l\j Cj)N Op Jj:. jir^iil ^r^ jh' J^^ 1 fL^I
l^Ja^ua jj! Ax.al>-a 0_/23» ajj4.« <U\jJvj jj»^2.iil |*>J
a"}\pl Jy Iplji jw?- A^LJ -^ jjjl ^ijP i\*^~3
; JlSj AlJ Jjl a-Lj .stv^JJ i ' Li I Axj jl AJj IpjjS \j -ip
a.sLp ^» tL^j -^ LjJj^j dil ..^j Jfl Ail J..«.-*J^ <U)I ^b
Ai)J«« ) j "J-^j Ujii . Lol : J Is e c ^i;^.U aJWIj
k^Xa )j (SjjJ.ll oall) j ^j cJir li" ( »*>UI
jlS} t j[ajl ijai *l^„i>- aJ a_<25
^J jj^aJkl ^JJ
^-jU Sjjv» ^Ip J He A^iSI ^.jj Ipj Ipjji (JajU Uj.Ip
.
J..UI 5-u y.^ 4^5) I aJ.A CJlSj l »^} aJ.j ^
>jj jjjU (^A) ^»">\JI iU* ^Ip iajjJl CJlSj
^ip J«jJIj c .ajUj ^ixxil A^s e-L jlS' j.fij J iUJj
jlrl cJls" li" i aj^ SUs, jj^ j^xWj (. aja, Jll^jl
aJkA jlJwu JS li . iUij A-lS' ^.«J L^.S' (J LjIa?-
C -I lillj aL- Ad l Jj l^-^l j^j l^c-l (jl jjI j^j
A*S
,J-«-*J (S*^1 ^r-^^-J 4j JtA) (_g m\ L-viL J* Lj
.
aJI «,UaXJ (_gJi!l L^iJlIw/y
Jj
.
aL^I J ijai:^ L>c^ acjJ a;jJ..i ila*j jl
jj a!L>- »a5 llj . •'^UV-I JJ k_jyJI t^^i ^st j^7
i_j,l!L) jL'Vl a;u^ iLj ^>a>- -ulj j^Lp i3LJl -kJjJI
(JJj«J . (J^*!l ^Uxj ij«.-j ip aJj -^ alii (A>-oliJl -^
1 a-1p jIpU (jLuiSI ajjIs- ^j ^dl SjLjjj aji uJl^- aJI
jL*^ aLJ Aiijs J ^^sj jL^I J,l I -k'lp Us /
tlil J L.Py_ J Ajj^.^1 a!jJ.SI jfi^Ldl Jljl llj
a;j»u jL:>-I
,j ^^j Jj 5JuJki-l (»^)jJ.) a.<w»Ip ,J^^
J _^Vl t5^l; J bj^-l ^»j . (j^/JI LU Jl^l j
joV: \J&jr\
£~0_i3 t jl/ill iaS* (J jUwVl *»^>j aS jj$s) jl JLj V
? SU-I Jap jU» ca^ Sjjk^l
^y <d*>-j jl>w>M! J
a£j
.
A^yaLI J iLw-Ml jl c »NI jjSv X$j <. ^j^I *Jl
Ojuj ij<]s^p\ *^i
...
jUt^Vl OfS" ^ ail la*
i3l^ i_JUa!lj l A^L,^ ^r-iJi? i <j-*^' J *-?^-'
(_r".J • J>j^ *-lil>-l a,^/ AyiT jl kji~Jlj (g^ ajV
• iijj\ *L^~I jlaii Jills' A~*uio a^*1- aj&J aJul
^iJS^ . 4-vUUll ^^ai j (j-bil ,j\j CJjli it^kll jl
.
jj&- ji- \*.*J>jA aj oU-I ,j ajf jl Aa>- /^ jl?- jlo ASp
...
jUtxi^l (J I <*"Ulj «jaj (_$ail U jji*LJjj
l$l>-a» JL-i t_jL»l d.lii a«;j Jj^l jLxll aJ ^iuil j^
^jk^J (. A jikist jU^^I ^j <_jj*iJI s^kj jl^
..
5fc, (jlUl ^.:iU
.
*bVl <-js-I>W •!/ ^l*-^'
w IjbhCol I^TjX jl apL'I 1p j.^/ a,~* j^J oU lil
(j/^sj 1~1~j V jl jjLiUl ip i_^>j ,ji^- cJr'l '^1?
.
IjlsO'l A*vjjj Jxi jl A-lp
*—JU?- (ju JUtf'j jjSv> jl aaJ lis" «XC ->-l )t^.^ Jjj
^«.:pl »ji) / Ojll 1p jUaUxj jLuJ-l Jjf . a:.jl.>-j
s j^jj>-j j~° j j *W2i jl . bcu? U a«>c^.xj d.uj a*j \^
^IjJj?- c~bi
.
.~iJI US j* IjJ «Sj U *yi Ual>- U
.
A™jJj 3~"3 3 U* A" 1&—AJ
5«»-a^ «Vl UJI ^ (j!l «-y^l jl ^i\y
>J~\j jk:;Nl ^ IpjJ VI C~a) ^^Ul;
4jll ^ix ji< o^ Nl l^J jjSsj L»
^^jI^J AjjAII
.jU^iil j^i i. Ipjk /Vl
!
yi jj^jui,
ol jlJ^
^^U^i ^?JU*ll ijr-^9- a*# Aj\j
(J iSy ^ ^ ' jj>^ ' oL< Li*>\s jl x*^~3 CJl
.
j«- J5sJ 4^»-X?- a>cJJ Ojili lijL>- li»-i AJ^«
jp JaJ:s t <u>i; oUI L'*>U jL <w^T di^[j
a5j t_j>tP jjJ-l a< (j^b u •JJ^ ^-'J'' • ^l*- dX~jJ
a *.k jLjMI jl i d-Ui
.
jl5^;l.^Vl v_>caJI ^.io
^Ujj
.
Ojil ^ [a£ ^*^kj jAj eU-l Lp ^j^-
Ij"*^ U^va?- ^*o4^Hj jl
.
Ojil A) ajjl U bkA*«j5J \P
c f-^iJl ei* "iSa; ^ail li l _ak!l aj> tp*>\ij A*JaJl
V frLUll j a»p> »l c Ip^k l Lj-I^l 7^>j
! a?-j^S jJj
i
y>- aJI jjJtiJ A_jij ^>txal l^j
jj^^ t i^s'~l aja*«< ajL?- Juk jib J^ c \>- jJcJii
a^jAt^UI ^jJU ^p ija^- IS' jl . *>lilp . AikUll
:Suii a-L!l J »ji" jl i_-*va!l j." jlTIJU. . jj^-^LSI
.
. jL^U ^ijl L">ljj (. Ik^-U ^paxJl Ia* L"Mi jl
a* ^ 'J2^^ -^:ij. J-* u"^ j^ jl jA «il^)l
.
ojboi j j)> <j>< i_a^j Lj^ liOwAJ a^u ^>t.xju
!?^>-l Ja . j>CXA jl?^»Vl J ki_j ^_Jlk IJL^j
J,l i A~,A> J,l e-U.1 Ajl ! » j>-\ Ajl -KJj^\ w|^i-l
<J»lj j^p «—>[j?- LIa jS^Ij . a^ J[j ajj>-I J,l . AjaSl^
. j>c^\ ^all ,_Jlkil jl
.
p*.-Mj A.^,all
Jj£ L» (*L*-Mli
«Ja LIU J jl SbA % . 0>-l *y ? jli N b* j«
4j^>- i 4jj>- blSfj 4j ,ji^ USsS . JjLill L^ju M UbJl
a,** <ui djJta^J
^r?1'" <J^ J^bJu /gJI *bU O^kiS"
.
Tki*£ 5^ji> JbJVI ^UJ jJLail "^ii j*j!l r ^p
ii.Lwij L/-(_glj »^j7 jl dLlp j^liill cSJjJ*1 lj^-b
.
j>-l JIp J, I d.L ^__aAjj dials d.Lp -u~jj d^-**
djil J,l s-lpaH; A^ll jl* dJJ Us j\ ^jil jl (_J(Jli
j[j I u«>-j j^Sv •.] ajI^ I u»>-^ lj-*^ ^'1 ol*~J j/I j*£\&
— I — ^^U^l — t£^* js«jlfl jjU
Ua-ilj SLA-I J <^ur J jbj^l *.UpI all jJLiil
LlixJLJt* b~Lj LAj\iJ oil (f-^wl <j>>*~> j^s 4*1p l/iu
.
SjU*JIj ^1>JI /*» 4JI j?»-^-> L* jnj L*J ' A*g Jiij
-<a>c^ (J-l-sJl; jj*i!l jl ujA> jl Iki^l jV" j[j
^^.Lwj ap-Ju 4>-jj (>• *^~* L—>*
-tr£.J 4*j£i? ^Aj>^
.
(j—iJL <ui!l f^pj *Li*Jlj i^]j i-JjAM i4~y^J ij
Lull *LpI J-*so jl L» jLJl JT ApUaiJ J jl
jli jil jiiil ISyii
.
iJ^-^j ^4^ ^^J^ V* ^ 4*"b
Lcl^ 5jU*JI LvU jl lx?*;-» j^ [gll (<* C~~A.i (-JsjjJaJI
.
bij^is U ^wy jlJI (.A vJsj^Jail a Jli bv)Ut:*vl oblT
^ ^jIUI jrwJl (j t5jl^' V:' dX^>J\»j J^j—
U
jUrf- jl iJ-b^ di^lp S_/uS i_pl-^2.^j i^ i_pb.» tijljb?-
rNI yy «»yi ja% JL; jl UU li ^j^wJi JJ-I
wJUsj jl x^iiC-j N dJL'li L^il IJIaj Jj O -oJ (_5 JJI
dU ^wy (_gJl!l Jj^Jall (_/ j^«j jl jl yfc-lil e-i~il U
j^iS\"j ajb abi-l dJJ ^*JLJ c 4>vLj ^\J C.jl Ojc*-!^
4J j^iJlj dX'b^ Ja^- jl \a\j (. (jj>-\ ij\j dX^ry^
. hjj dk>_A£ jt ^.yt. iJUj 4>-i ^ jjusij
5LJ-I Jtfft ^ .Juki ^] '^Ull (^JiJP li dJLlp
dU
;si
j
^l^Nl Ij-I J j*j& jl Sjw_ SJl^*- l^Ufj
^ oVip-'yi ij-t o^L- (Ji . dli cj^ jl
I j-J fu j**Z eM. jij JjldSI l^P -V*<jj -wiJI pzjjj j
... dkJV Ij^-j dLUapl
L^il J^jlJ
_^r
" :>U>-Vlj ylill _,kll a;* j>-aJ j;r_
. .
.
?-[pA) -kb~ 7"
I/*
9
. .
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frlSL; Jakk; *l&
...
^Ju 7Z J'^ f^^'J
^.P^>Jj .. IjLi L^^ij
_J
l$**l; (J L^J^i LAUkl JjjP
J^.^;;
a«7 J
. .
.sLg^d! L$*s-b ^i s-^i JSj L^ *^,y
4*ki; UsX^" j*>ljl A;*_jj
J,
..
Ooji'lj (jjllv-.. LJ.-e.Sv
LTi« elJ-l ysjjt (jl:u
<_jLJI JiiOjblj /»UVI j^- Ck>- -AJsJ (jfi^jj iS^&;L-
. .
(X-Jail j'^Ij ajjJU A^lA^I dJQj cdajli .. ^L^-\
LiLcl calkjj J*jU-l
*-\c Jl Jr" c^sofy *bjJI
^ >A\j <J^4ji <_~U!I ..?«ijJI V: *—^^ (J)\ *Jy
jJiil L^aU j a^SsJ L^wiJ (J_j Ul L^j J>J . . AJa;>-L>-
. .
. SjJaJI J,
—
as J.x£j j LsxJI -U«JLI (J (Cp-j (jAjil^
Lf-j (Jl 7~jJ>\ Cj^^upj ... SLJ-I Jxsj ... ?-jJ\ J-isj
•— i/~y •• <3jj*"\ (J *Uu!l oj^j .. A~^>y> a^>j
,..7- y.a.1 j^SJIj axaLi aLiiJIj Ak>-1>- (j*.*^ iJlJall S-iv5
...
p-jlj !^i ^jSOl i-jIjjI iJUJl »JI c*>»»l
^LL'VI cuS^j ^Uil >ll J^>j ... sl^JI, £_U-I
. fljjJI OjaJJ U^L»Lul
aLJI
Jjjp- ^yi^-lj 7-j^i 1 iiNJ J rlr'2" tj^-
?-j^jJI CwJai'l
.
jUj- 7-Ij^JI JiJ^ JjJ Jj... (e«bJl
... JliVl fyi
JlyiUl JUJ-I JLfr X^
a 5^j
... J^J
.. y_jp JJs>U J.u-i Jjlyl .. ij^\ f\l au-i »^>Ua.M
^pU:LI ^-j^JI dUi ^j c AkiLJI ^Jall Ol^ki
.UJI SiA o^Jl... jj>j-,^ ^"j^'i ci-Wi cl ^<a ^: -J, o\j*}\j ?" r<zi n
^i.^j" (j^J^I ... &>-Li f_jvJ.; JjS^o ?-jSs!l dAii
... >fll (_ii~il C-S^- 1—A^/ AljJ.il iijt^JI jL^-^la
lift Jj ... ?-jSsiL Ja^ jyi J5j 5-jLxJl ^L*- J^JI
j^Lt
. .
AJ^iil 4lj>-\j Jaiil Jikil
(J
Ci JJail 7- j^il
(_| .. 4jv»i^ *.^-j^fj aji>-j jfciL«>-j i-K>~^3 cr.y^ "^
iju- ^1 cjir Ukii jijii »Uj ..^jkii j^Ij
j^s-j Lft^t^- ^ ^kiilj i_a^jj LjJij ii'U i^[j lx> Jj>
.
i)Ul (_jl_/dL) Aisluil 5>j^-l!l ^ji^i jj^y^j Ai\j>-\j
\AjJ
-L/yl? •• 4jjL>- O^laJj *U.a}(l ^Lj y- iS-l
^jUi j^- ( )L)I . aLv^>-i(l Ala (_*W-y / r^-il? fLSixjl
O^ Lil
' "v x '0 "\-,
"r
' ''
• -
;
- \ \ i!l
**V " \
. Vv\.^^^' '' !"
t v ^ s
v
^dfll ^^kt ^[' V. . .... -v ..\ xx '^ffm . Bk : '
,- : - >V/ : ' : ..
^V, ,jflH ^B N< \\
\. B^^^^^^w^
f^^^feaj
-**"^ ^P •
1m ^K- ;,^*o^ ... ^0wf~~^'''
Bm ^>v *
-VBI -,v^ :*^
m
' ^—
S^A "' 's -*~ ^
i~T - :--™s^ ^^B^^^^^nS
jjlJ\ Ji
;
^y-^fl.^
a^-aJI Jj^1» J,* Co j£3l <JI A^jJU SyL.; l^>li — iUSsJI aJUfc J A.jW'tM JU^I aIs^ Ji?
V-J^ J?' J^' <jp 1 jtAiaSl xUs>^ A.j j3l ajjjj jkj.* >A>-I AXJiJ/j ^j jSsil i_A^:ll ajL_/_ aJj^j j^ (Jl:!l *jjl J -%Jl *IS
jUVI (j^a*; JlJjII Ja^Nj l_S~
.
tiU l^Ul L^Jle. jl^
J||| jJlcJlj ObUilj iCJUJll jiJl ApL/s j* riU L^ j^j (jL>cil
i_jjL»l 7t-^jj"
J!)
I JlSvi^ ?r^f
-r^. ^A^% CojSol Ji^ jf \ a«j jjp a*j^!I (lxi«) a/.j=r J L^>-1 CxilS"! JJJI
Jaixil A^i J^.xj" Cs.>- aJ.L!l (J 5f t • J,[j>- JU~> ill <_£a^NI «-L^ JJ eyL-J Uaij »15 ^,\o/ \/y\ *y_ "^^ Jj
.
aJ.U)I Jjl^MI i_jil:i£ J I aj .U2JJ AX^i-^Jj JaiJl r-l^ic^l a.jLS' ft-^?J i* ^ if'yj ^.JaAVll OLiill ,Jp julial iSL\Aj . <lJsjJI
A,i^ax!l aU/' 7-j-^J (*^ ^Ju jxil *lj*W J.=>-l AJJal^_ jlSj aUil A,i^aJ Ak:£ CjUju ejl)_/. li-XJj *ji (1)1 ejlj j!l ^-Ll« <J jlSj
a S i — f*a\j jUji — is~^y j^j^ — (3i> v *-> — c^L/3 ./^j — -^Lr" l^-t — ti^ f
• Lf"^i l—"^i ^ _?^~ — ' ^i -^ _?*
a
£±j l \^***^ Lay J2LS \ ^ »j; jiT OS!
' jj£" ^ i yi'^ J *~b ^j ^=" J \^t.j^"
(_J^I iilpj d-^ dii-ij w Lai^ 1 < u-yU) U \*J23-
Jjtoj ol—jlktl IfAl^" JJI AOjil Co:Wl
ty
\jlA.>-j (T^xJI ..g-si*J /Jp (Jj>^?oJ ^J^xJ ; »UJa!l
J3\j \jj\ aLJu"
*y Jpl ax ail I j^L-jX. « ^-UMp

u^l6j\ ;iut j i^*
a.
o jJUJI <j^y 4*1] I 1 P J Ol^l^ J-^^j ajj^SI «UA r^r-4 iJi
J, ij
. ]j\J^ J;^ -%-J!«- (^Pj—i" J^ '-i/JJ «—'^' i)'-5 ^. 4j-il^P^^
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L>J
~«Lp , £^2.1** J.^«Ji
^_£ «*.*)! ;Ujf J*~dl
(^jjj V>-l ^a*.w» jC^ J.^JI
t£j\J\ TtJU^ l.^*^ ^Jl
Li] I ,Jukl]l Ji^p js-U JLJI
jUi-l ^L a^JI
jL^J?- ji Jl jf JuJI
Jl ,J- jj£j]\
C->
o wIa^JI
3j,,u- K?3 jlJI
jl^-I jJj jlJI
pLJI _2U> jl^JI
oAKji OLii c>SLft J,«Jl
jLS'lsl iljjjjfc jlJI
,
.Jap^l jUJ
. ^ JL-.Jl
oALji (J I i &*»*> <X*.*~j\
Aki <iil\pC& i^j.^y jjXSjJI
OLjLjP- ^_JaS Us j jXSjjl
JjjkJl jf'U jlJI
i >V^
Ly^*' /J"^^ J.~JI
<_£ uUjI JjJI (£;*** JlJI
jS'j jlji JuJI
4k5 jljj JL—Jl
^>-jL>JI J^a-s JuJI
i, J-*k ii J.—JI
£^-
(_£^w c-m\$ J.—JI
JuJI
jL ,Sv«
i_r~"
_.ul/ JuJI
JlT a^JI
^jljJI Jjlj JIjlp JlT jlJI
jLr- j^lT jlJI
j-U*«S\!I I_)j3 liJj.ijU .x>JI
i)\*J U^Xrf J»A.^ -u—Jl
i_jUjilJl«p- wUj£ j,—Jl
*UNI JIp a^.st jj^jJI
a*Ss^ J,^^ Ju™Ji
,>~\p Jl ^a^^- *-Ia^*JI
jj-J ^^Jl>- 5y±£- JuJI
AJy.S jjja»<a^ J^-s JJ"Sail
^jUjil j^-JU-p jjxrall
^
jlkS ju< j^Jl a^ j^rall ^
JUI ^^Jl a^ _lJ1 ^
r- ^
^a^jil ijljjl a^ jl^JI ^
» yi!l Jl; Jl a^ a^JI ^
jjj*!l a^p jlxJl a^p juJI g
JU!l j^LSII j.s- a-JI
J%$0l <^ll a^p JuJI
t^jaJl (jJaJJI Xp jj:SJ.II
J.JU- (Juiaill J-^ J-^JI
jjjjjlj.-p a1jIj-p j,»JI
aX aJjIjlp wUJl
^i Li i_jIaj)Ij.aP j~»J'
^g^xjjjl
.
jLaJI J.~p j.~JI
j\^>y >—jUJIjLp J.—JI
yL ^iUI jup ju«JI
j^p ^jlil Xs- J«JI
j»Utill o.^p wUJl
J^ ^.P juJI
e
^
^
3 g
^
^
^
y2^>- ^ U J U*^J
^*s\J dill
^3jJ *X^
*\+£- uj>^j iAaa*j
J J -A^.^ "-l*^J <A,w*J
i/V ^ J*-* -V"5
Ja\^>- i^l\^ j^Sm
I Jp> ?JUs JL~J
oil _y&iy> juJ
^U- JiU jlJ
^jjail a?- 1 ^Lp .a~~J
i^jIjUUI vJiiaUl jlp ^Lp .a-J
i^_Jle- lp ^Ip ~u~J
Ol«-*J -L^.s-1 JLp Jt*«J
r
f.S- JJ?- jJliM .jlp a^
^t^ (_£j^J ~U™J'
ij%£jl ju!l jL«y_ juJI
. ^J A Us*— fcA^^vJl
jlsM a^p jjpa>- u
;
-JI
-U^l jV X-J1
.-J,J2J ,L?'" U^wJI
jO J^ J-Jl
iTlTr-jj?- juJI
IkJI Ikp ^ juJI
4~>«P
jT^£ C.WV
jlJI
.}L>- JLs" »L~Jl
Jjjlsi L^ jlJI
jLfly. JjJ)Lft di^-^ -A^~!l
»LJI a!U- a^JI
a.
L5T
L5.
J
JJall
JsjAi jL~?-l jjxS"j!1
jLUIl; jUjI juJI
jUjj JUH a^l
Up »^5'l a^JI
"'jus a-Ul juJI
JUJ-I
J^ a~JI
^J^>^ ip LLi j.^JI
jIvJjIa jl^-uL j,^Ji
^>
^m?WIV3VIVIVMVlVIW^
AIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIA^^
o v } v
^_jUjJ!XP <jj j^" JL-JI
iS} j£- iV"1"" >^*^ X-Jl
* IUa» jj^-U xJl
wlli-jl („JtJSju X*JI
Ja>L>- j^ol jj^oJI
^si jip lib JL-JI
jLi-l wLp J^ JL~5I
^j^p ^-Lp _/»*>- wUJl
j^Uoil oJU- jlJI
cr"^ <ijjj ar^'
jj-,4 1 »cJUtf X-J1
Jliil Xp jJ-l Xp xJI
JjjJM aSw" ^la* aJS' Ajlfc" ^ — oU">^Vl ^U^ j>>u£UUj
WIWMWIWI^^
13
nJun^M ^Wl ^IW
_u-l -u^i jUI
-if- 1 JLf- A&>
AS ijjSsj- Aj>^
J^UI JLS-I J-^
jLxi 4j
•ay u-j 1
jfj J^ crt?
jLLk-l »L a ^ _»-..;
j>LSCJI ~=U -u-I
^^ J_2- (JU-
^_jj ijUy ,^-J^-
(_5jl_yl ^JUtf> (j*^» x^
vi^ ls*^ ^y
p*U' lI^-
j^' 1 v t>°
^1 jj^i> jji
^^•1 «J Ls<* J-s-** J^l
O— f^U 1 J^
JJjII ^iJJI 4^ jlU jjb
JlkJI J^l JLj> j^
•^U^- "^^ j^tZA
ijU^Jl (j-^JaJ
*-^rf" J^
a— ^# AJJj
4j -Cfc-" i^ji-^*J
IPi
1
jV
\$&'dlA&PtMz#i>J!M>
_/Jdl
t
<
i>i-^' ovj^. ^jj^ y^l
ijj-u-^zji ,jwl j^jjl AS ^U^j <_.j"sfi
(ji^^jiAj jjp jL*ji iu*iji -w£ Jbf-i jl*ji j^^ji ji^.o ,j-JjU- uj^i
Jjc^tS _/Jj JS-iL -L-Jl ^Ss—p ^-SjJ .A—Jl ^pt-w'jl (jLs *_juj *>- * > Nf 1
jOl Ip X->£- -L-JI jLi^zjl jkrW" •^—J' fy~-¥ if J ~-Ai.J^sT "-r* j'
i_i*-4j JS^i^- -I—Jl ^L" (L5^ -^—J' -Co—.Jl [Uj^S La i i) J aj»- l_->3 1
(C-iAif (J-^" t£ J_^ X--JI CjjJaJ Jj^l ^'J^ ^^-J' i5^>":. (JjlSva Oj.^ *—»^'l
^Uiji ^-^ -Ujl ^fc^^li" jjAX^* JLj'Ij X-JI ^—iW JyLr -^.-^ ^^'^
Cj^j 4w1j*c- ^^-^ jl-JI JLSCjl >»U-^ X-Jl ^pj„.Jl ^L*L5L- -t-^.-5 ^-r1 ^1 '
5-Lu LSoL
ij'*=»-v ^—
J'
ijLr'^J^ lA™^ ^j j j -^—Ji j^-jJI jIjlL- Cj>j jj < »ifl
-I-
\il
LT-
Ail
£
.
JU- Ac-j c ^j apj t (j^j^JI ^Uj c ~$i ^j^) U c 4J2P .uU- i yljw- A)l^ gljl ,_i-»JI
dJlill ,_i-JI
• ^y.^ j** ' *>* Jk' ' tfy-4^ <J^-~" v"^' ' ^>** V" ' cr'^s ' fj^* Jj^l >_i~JI
.i—j£* jjw 4 oLjf ^- ^-lys c Jsli jLj-U- t J^?- Jiff- ; JJU-I -Lp J^w c o^ j-^i
LT" Ail
Jhf £JJ* *;*""
IV?K^
Oli «l!pj . k_j">iyi j
—
* SJUdl JU>-^U 4,-^a>c-iJl <uaI^ l^J fe-Ut-^UaJI js£ bjU-l ^. Ae- jij -SJU jIjUj
j.* JUJUJI (>.j^j" J Aji^Jl ax^Lj: lil/pl aij^ rjj>- ili-VI J.' \ ^lo£~J « Jl^l » LJl-UL dilij L> Jl
.
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